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  Abstract 
     In recent years, there has been a booming of the integrated solution design, such 
as iPhone and Apple Store, Nokia Lumina and OVI store, Samsung Galaxy Note and 
Samsung APP and etc. Both traditional manufacturers and service companies have 
been exploring and maturing their design process of developing integrated solution, 
which requires striking a balance among research, interactive, UI, ID design, and 
technology feasibility and a good coordination between hardware, software design 
and development.  
This research is conducted to clarify the complete integrated solution design 
process, in the case of smart mobile device and service, in the coordination between 
ID and UI, hardware and software design events and related organization structure, to 
customize a local integrated solution design process model to be applied in a practical 
design case to propose a new design process model.  
To reach this goal, the research is constructed by introduction of the theory basics 
of the term “Integrated Solution”, up to date process model literature review, 
construction of previous practical design process model, customization of the current 
design process model and design case application, and proposal of the new design 
process model based on the reflection and feedback of the design case application, 
following a scientific research process: “Theory Basis Introduction - Previous Model 
Construction – Current Model Customization and Design Case Application – 
Reflection and New Model Proposal”. 
In the introduction of the theory basic, the term “The Integrated Solution” is 
firstly propositioned under the theme of the commercial business, in the catalogues 
“product-service integration” and “product-service bundling” and is defined based on 
a comprehensive literature review. By literature reviewing design process models, 
ideal design process model requirements are summarized, setting the goal for further 
model construction in the following research.  
According to the ideal design process model requirements, eight current smart 
mobile integrated design process model are built based on interviews and case study 
of practical design cases in two Japanese Enterprises, and four general design stages 
are divided based on key decisive design events: Proposal/Biding/Strategy stage, 
product plan stage, design, development and preproduction stage, and release stage. 
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Then, three categories of the eight-design process model are classified based on 
product plan type: independent research and design process, carrier biding oriented 
and carrier proposal oriented design process. Comparison is made among the three 
types of design process models in similarities and differences in different design 
stages.  
Further more, the independent research and design process is further sub-
classified into product oriented and service oriented integrated solution design process 
based on two additional in-depth interviews in Europe Enterprise and more details in 
the design process events are probed. 
Besides, a new service oriented integrated solution design process model with 8 
sub-process is customized based on previous interview in Chinese local context: 
solution proposition process, solution design theme creation process, use case creation 
process, UI specification proposal process, UI and ID proposal process, hardware and 
software development process, hardware and software joint test process, and usability 
test process, and applied in a practical design project, the WAWA integrated solution 
for parents and children communication for verification of the effectiveness of the 
customized design process model. The design goal, challenges, design methods, 
design events, and participants involved were discussed during the process.  
Finally, the customized service oriented integrated solution design process model 
is verified effective in the practical design case according to satisfying results in the 
usability test and reflection of the process improvement meeting in each stage by team 
members. An optimized new design process model is proposed based on feedback 
from team members, providing references for both academic researchers and 
industrial practitioners.  
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 概	 	 要	   
昨今、	 統合的なソリューションに関する市場は全世界	 中て急速に成長
しつつある。市場に出回る製品の特徴も変化し、製品のデザインプロセスも
変化している。デザインプロセスの研究は多くなくとも行われてきてはいる
が、この変化に対応できているものはない。ここでいう変化とは、製品の持
つ価値の比重がソフトウェアの中に多く持つようになり、ハードウェアやソ
フトウェア、またサービスの複合的な製品が多くなっていることである。こ
のような製品を統合的なソリューションデザイン呼ぶ。	 
本研究の目的は統合的なソリューションデザインのをケーススタディと
してプロセスを調査、考察を行い、	 プロセスの構造化とその特徴の明確化を
行うことである。	 
実際の具体的な製品の製品開発プロセスを調査するため、	 対象企業は日
本と	 ヨーロッパの大手エレクトロニクス製品メーカーと	 携帯電話	 製品メー
カーとし、製品開発プロセスを把握している部長クラスのデザイナーに調査
を依頼した。	 統合的なソリューションの代表となる製品として、スマートフ
ォンとタブレット端末があげられる。スマートフォン5	 製品とタブレット端
末を3	 製品選択した。2	 製品追加した。合計で10	 製品の製品開発プロセスを、
1	 製品につき、2，3	 回のヒアリング調査の機会をもらい、細かい修正点を電
子メールのやり取りを用いて修正し、調査を深めた。	 
ケーススタディの調査によって、10	 つの製品開発プロセスを明らかにし、
それをフローチャートとして図式化した。スタート段階のプロセスの違いに
よって3	 つのタイプに分け、それぞれを比較した：	 自社開発,	 通常提案,	 依
頼受注。	 自社開発のプロセスの違いによって2	 つのタイプに分け、それぞれ
を考察した。	 
以上の 調査と考察から,	 8つの工程から成る新たなサービスに中心するデ
ザインプロセスを提案して、 WAWA デザイン プロジェクトに検証された。	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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Research Background  
1.1.1 The Design Process Evolvement 
In the mass production age, when craftsman experiences and skills were replaced 
by industrial production, design process shifted from informal way of designing crafts 
to structured methods of generating design solutions, which could be produced in 
large scale [1]. 
Driven by individual consumer needs, there came the production customization 
time. The traditional manufacturer design process shifted from technology lead 
hardware design and product form design process to human needs lead product 
feature design process, highlighting the designing of the functional, esthetical and 
ergonomic characteristics of the end product [2]. During this time, as the profit is 
made by margins and volume of product sale, decreasing cost and improving 
functional, esthetical and ergonomic product features to meet consumer needs were 
regarded important in the design process. Methods such as anthropological user study, 
ergonomics research, iterative product prototyping test and etc. developed very fast, 
highly applied in the design process and regarded effective [3].   
At the end of production customization era, due to the depression of the saturated 
homogenized product market, across industries and markets, there are increasing 
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numbers of Internet service companies offering service solutions to the emerging 
multiple lifestyles and new consumer behaviors trend for added-value creation and 
differentiation from other competitors [4]. The margins shifted from stable increasing 
volume sale of hardware to dynamic changing profit of the service consumption.    
In the manufacturing product design and development process, product is 
designed, manufactured and then consumed. However, in the service design and 
development process, for the “intangibility”, “inseparability”, “heterogeneity”, and 
“perishability” attributes of the service [5], as it is created and consumed at the same 
time, compared with the manufacturing product design process, the service design 
process was fastened and shortened. Methods such as task analysis, service image, 
touch points matrix, role script, evidencing, role map, offering map, interaction table, 
actors map, blueprint, group sketching, informance, issue cards, constructive 
interaction, rough prototyping were applied and regarded effective in the design 
process [6]. See Figure 1-1. 
 
 
                         Figure 1-1: Service Design Process Design Methods 
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1.1.2 The Smart mobile integratedSolution Blossom 
In 2001, the first version of iTune was released by Apple, making it easy for 
users to manage and play music with mp3 from Creative Labs、Rio and etc. See 
Figure 1-1, [7].  
         
 
                                          Figure 1-2: iTune 1.0 in 2001 
 
After 10 months, iTune 2.0 was released with iPod. See Figure 1-3 left, which 
provided seamless user experiences with iTune 2.0, showing the integration of smart 
mobile product and service in western countries [6], see Figure 1-3 right, updating 
music from iTunes simultaneously. Besides, equalizer, soft handover and other 
functions, were added into the new version of iTune and in bundle sale with OX X 
system.  
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                               Figure 1-3: iPod (left) and iTune 2.0 in 2001  
 
With the development of the mobile Internet, there came the development of the 
integrated product and service solution era. Apple exploded the integrated solution 
niche market to mega trend worldwide when it released the smart mobile 
integratedsolution, iPhone and Apple Store (See Figure 1-4) in 2008 and up to 10 
million apps were downloaded in the first week. [8]  
For the great potential in the margin of the integrated solution in the context of 
mobile Internet era, traditional manufacturer such as Samsung, Nokia, as well as 
Internet Company such as Google, Amazon and mobile Internet carrier and operators, 
such as Docomo, Orange Telecom, have launched their integrated solution offerings. 
The Samsung’s Galaxy Note and app store [9] (See Figure 1-5).  
Nokia’s Lumina and OVI [10] (See Figure 1-6), Google’s glass [11] (See Figure 
1-7), Amazon’s Kindle [12] (See Figure 1-8), Docomo Rakuraku smartphone and 
mobile service for elderly [13] (See Figure 1-9) and etc, thrived the smart mobile 
solution market with diversity.  
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                               Figure 1-4: iPhone and Apple Store in 2008  
 
	  	  	   	   	  
                      Figure 1-5: The Samsung’s Galaxy Note and App Store 
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                                     Figure 1-6: Nokia’s Lumina and OVI 
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
                               Figure 1-7: Google Glass and Related Service 
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
                                Figure 1-8: Amazon Kindle and Related Service 
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             Figure 1-9: Docomo Rakuraku Smartphone and Service for Elderly    
 
In this new era, for those smart mobile solution providers, as they shift their 
strategic role from selling standalone products or services to providing integrated 
product and service solutions, they have to challenge and rethink conventional 
product or service design development and implementation process, as well as 
organizational structure, which are to integrate mobile service mode design, mobile 
device appearance design, user interface design, hardware, software design and 
development and etc. smoothly together by resource relocation to provide seamless 
integrated solution user experiences to consumers [13]. 
However, for the last ten years, in the released integrated solution design cases in 
mobile industry, as the design process of the integrated solution is under explorative 
transformation for both traditional manufacturers and mobile Internet Companies, 
there are more failures than successful cases [14].  
Besides, the integrated solution design process academic field, it is still 
dominated by theoretical work, thus empirical research is required.  
 
1.2 Research Objectives, Expected Result and Supported project 
1.2.1 Research Objective  
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The research objective of this research is to clarify the complete integrated 
solution design process from the beginning of the design opportunity discovery to the 
production and release, in the case of the smart mobile device and service.  
To research this goal, it firstly describes the coordination between ID and UI, 
hardware and software design events and related organization structure in the design 
process based on in-depth interview and case study in traditional manufacturers in 
transformation to integrated solution provider. Then it customizes a process model 
based on previous descriptive model findings, and applies it in a practical design case 
to illustrate its application and verify its effectiveness. Finally, it optimizes the 
customized model into a new integrated model according to the feedback in the 
design case application.  
In order to process the research successfully, the following key tasks need to be 
realized:  
1. Construct the current design process models which reflect industrial practice;  
2. Generalize design process model into several design stages and classify them 
into different types;  
3. Compare different types of design process model among their similarities and 
differences in ID and UI, software and hardware design events in different 
design stages; 
4. Customize a local integrated solution design process model with related 
design methods based on previous findings and use a practical design project 
to illustrate its application and verify its effectiveness.   
5. Propose a new integrated design process model optimized based on the 
feedback from the customized integrated solution design process application 
by team members. 
 
1.2.2 Expected Result and Supported Project 
     The expected results of the research are as follows:  
1. Construction of 10 general design process models reflecting industrial practice 
in traditional manufacturers in transformation to the integrated solution 
provider;  
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2. Classification and generalization of the constructed current design process 
models into several design stages and design process categories;  
3. Description of the different and similar design events of the design process 
model of different categories in different design stages;  
4. Analysis the evolvement taken places in design process model of different 
categories, in relationship to the value network inside Enterprise; 
5. Customize a design process model according to the value network in a local 
branch of a global Enterprise by referring to previous model findings and apply 
it in a design case to verify its effectiveness.  
6. Optimize the customized design process model into a new one based on the 
feedback from the design case application by participate team members.  
 
The current design process model research, which started from January to 
October in 2012, are supported by Enterprise A, Enterprise B in Japan, and Enterprise 
C in Europe. (The name of the Enterprises is hidden because of the confidential 
issues.) 
The new design process model proposal and design project verification research, 
started from October in 2012 to June in 2013, is supported by WAWA integrated 
solution design project for communication between parents and children in Enterprise 
C’s Innovative Media Lab in Shenzhen, China. 
 
1.3 Research Structure 
1.3.1 Research Technical Roadmap 
    The technical roadmap of this thesis is as follows, see Figure 1-10.  
It includes literature review, ideal design process model requirement, current 
design process model construction, customized design process model proposal and 
design case application, new design process model proposal and conclusion, 
following a scientific research process: “Theory Basis – Current Model Construction 
– Customized Model Proposal, Application and Verification – New Model Proposal”. 
In the literature review stage, the theory basic is constructed by literature review 
to proposition the term “Integrated Solution” in its related concepts to clarify its 
definition. Furthermore, the integrated solution design process models up to now are 
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reviewed and ideal model requirements, descriptive process model methods and 
charts are proposed. 
In the current model construction stage, based on the requirements of the ideal 
design process model from literature review, models reflecting the industrial practices 
are built according to in-depth interview of design managers on case study.  
 
                                                   Figure 1-10: Technical Roadmap 
 
The current design process model construction research is firstly carried out in 
pre-study for general understanding of the integrated solution process model by 
constructing the process into model charts. It then grabs the essence of the models by 
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classifying them into different categories, dividing them into key design stages and 
comparing them differences and similarities.  
The process of the pre-study goes through the following steps: It firstly carried 
out in-depth interviews of the 8 case studies (5 smart phones, 3 tablets and service 
solution cases) with product manager in target Enterprises A and B, the top electronic 
maker for PC and smart phone in Japan. Then the design process models were built 
accordingly and checked by interviewed product manager in case of 
misunderstandings. Furthermore, general design stages in the process were divided 
according to key decision events. Categories of design process model were made 
based on product plan type and key decision maker. Finally, general design events in 
each stage of different design process classification were compared and described 
from beginning of the project to production and release, highlighting the simultaneous 
and separate ID and hardware, UI and software design events in development stage. 
By getting the general understanding of the essence of the integrated solution 
design process model, more specific and deeper understanding is needed. Based on 
the key findings of the pre-study, a further probe of more specific details of certain 
type of design process model in the product planning and design stage was planned 
and carried out.  
In the further study, two smart phones and service solution design case studies 
and in-depth interviews in a traditional global manufacturer C in Europe, which is in 
transformation period to integrated solution provider, were carried out. One case was 
selected as an example of the design process in traditional manufacturer era and the 
other was selected as an example in the integrated solution provider era. The two 
design process of different types were regarded as product-oriented process and 
service-oriented process, were later compared to clarify the evolvement taken places 
from the past to the present, in the shift of the value network inside Enterprise C. The 
findings in the further study present more specific details of the integrated solution 
design process and process related influencing factors.   
In the customized model proposal, application and verification stage, a service 
oriented integrated solution design process model with 8 sub-process was localized in 
the Chinese branch of the global European Enterprise C based on value network by 
referring to previous process model findings: solution proposition process, solution 
design theme creation process, use case creation process, UI specification proposal 
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process, UI and ID proposal process, hardware and software development process, 
hardware and software joint test process, and usability test process.  
The goal, difficulty, ID, UI, hardware, software design and development events, 
related design methods, and participants of every sub-design process were further 
discussed and described in a practical design project, the WAWA integrated smart 
mobile solution for children and parents, to illustrate the customized model case 
application and verify its effectiveness.  
Finally, in the conclusion stage, the improvement solution of the customized 
design process model was discussed based on the feedback from usability test and 
interviews of team members involved. Finally, a new integrated solution design 
process model was proposed for future application and references.  
 
1.3.2 Dissertation Organization 
       The thesis includes 8 chapters.   
       The 1st chapter is introduction. It includes research background, research 
objectives, expected result and supported project, technical roadmap, and thesis 
organization.  
       The 2nd chapter is the theory basic and literature review of the design process 
model research. It gives a review of the integrated solution related concept and 
categories to proposition and define the term “Integrated solution”. It then points out 
the deficiency of the current design process models based on a comprehensive 
literature review of the design research, design process research, and the integrated 
solution design process model research. It proposes the required components and 
description challenges of ideal integrated solution design, setting the detailed goal for 
the model construction in the following research.  
The 3rd chapter is the current design process model construction. It includes target 
enterprises introduction, model construction descriptive methods and research result, 
shown as the 8 constructed design process models.  
The 4th chapter is the generalization, classification, comparison and description of 
the constructed 8 current design process models. It generalizes the whole design 
process into four stages and classifies them into three types. It gives a general 
comparison and description of the current 8 design process models, highlighting the 
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simultaneous and separate ID and hardware, UI and software design events in 
development stage.  
The 5th chapter is sub-categorization, comparison and description of the design 
process model of a global European Enterprise in its traditional manufacturer era and 
its new integrated solution provider era, highlighting the specific detailed events of 
the product planning and design stage in the design process and evolvements taken 
places between the old process and the new one. 
The 6th and 7th chapter is the proposal of the localized design process of the 
global European Enterprise by referring to the previous design process model findings. 
It is later verified and further explained in a practical design case, the WAWA smart 
mobile integrated design project. It goes from the solution proposition process, 
solution design theme creation process, use case creation process, UI specification 
proposal process, UI and ID proposal process, hardware and software development 
process, hardware and software joint test process, to the usability test process and 
discusses the goal, difficulty, research, ID, UI, hardware, software design and 
development events, related design methods, and participants of every sub-design 
process.  
The 8th chapter is the discussion of the optimized integrated solution design 
process model based on the reflection of the customized design process model 
application. Conclusions of the research limitation and future improvement 
suggestion are summarized.  
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2. THE DESIGN PROCESS MODEL LITERATURE 
REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The preceding chapter has introduced the research background, research 
objectives, expected research results, supported project, technical roadmap, and thesis 
organization.  
This chapter is created to construct the theory basics through concept definition 
and literature review.  
It firstly propositioned the term “The Integrated solution” by a literature review 
of product-service solution related concepts, which were later classified into three 
catalogues: product-service integration, product-service packaging, and product-
service bundling.    
The term “Integrated solution” was later propositioned in “product-service 
integration” and “product-service bundling” catalogue and defined based on previous 
definitions.  
Furthermore, the hot topics in design process research were identified by 
literature review as follows:  
1. Design thinking and problem solving; 
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2. The integration of the design in the management of product development in 
enterprises.  
       For the design process research topic in the integration of the design in the 
management of product development in enterprises field, a further literature review of 
the “Integrated Solution” and “Integrated solution” design process model were done 
to point out the current research deficiency and propose the ideal design process 
model requirements for model construction research in the next chapter. 
 
2.2 The Integrated solution Related Terms   
In the integrated product and service solution design academic field, since 
Vandermerwe and Rada emphasized the need for movement to “offering fuller market 
packages or bundles of customer-focused combinations of goods, services, support, 
self-service, and knowledge”, termed the “servitization of business” in 1988 [1], a 
variety of concepts concerning the integration of products and services have been 
proposed so far, such as integrated solution [2], value added solutions [3], product 
service system [4], integrated offerings [5], and etc.  
According to the purpose of the integrated product and service solution, those 
terms could be divided into the eco-efficient value creation theme (For example, like 
product and service system, or in other words, PSS) and business value creation 
theme (Such as industrial integrated solution) [6].  	  
2.2.1 Product-service Integration Catalogue   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  In the catalogue of industrial integrated solution, those terms could be sub-
divided into three categories according to the different provider of the industrial 
integrated solution and the integration time of product and service: product-service 
integration, product-service packaging, and product-service bundling. [7] 
       The product-service integration catalogue refers to these solutions provided by 
servitized manufacturer, that the integration between services and products occurs 
when specific service components are added during the production process, 
influencing the characteristics and/or physical composition of the product itself before 
the point of sale [7].  
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       The product-service integration solutions are carried out internally by one firm or 
externally by calling on specialists from outside to provide the services to be 
integrated, referring to high-cost, engineering-intensive products embodied large 
numbers of customized, interactive sub-assemblies and components, including 
embedded software [8].  
Examples solutions under product-service integration catalogue in industrial 
solution arena are the building of utilities and communications infrastructure, power, 
oil and gas, offshore and process plants, ships and high speed trains, automobiles and 
etc.    
Examples of solutions under product-service integration catalogue in consuming 
product solution arena are the Apple iPhone and Apple Store, Nokia Lumina and OVI 
store, Samsung Galaxy Note and Samsung APP and etc. [9]  
 
2.2.2 Product-Service Packaging Catalogue 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Product-service packaging catalogue [7] refers to those solutions provided by 
manufacturers or by service companies, which the integration of the products and 
services are at or after the point of sale.  
Unlike that of product-service integration, the process of product-service 
packaging may be internal or external to a firm. Internal product-service packaging 
occurs where one company puts together its own product and service components to 
form a product-service package. An example of this is where a motor vehicle 
company sells a car, the financial services and maintenance are bundled together as a 
product-service package.  
External product-service packaging takes place when a firm assembles 
component products and services in collaboration with other firms. For example when 
a company uses an overseas firm to provide the training and maintenance service that 
it cannot provide alone in distant markets [7]. 
 
2.2.3 Product-Service Bundling Catalogue 
The product-service bundling catalogue describes cases where service companies 
take products made by others, add services and thus create a new product or product-
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service package. A well-known example is a telecommunications company sells 
mobile telephones produced by a manufacturer in conjunction with its own primary 
service–access to a mobile Internet [7].  
 
2.3 The Integrated solution Definition  
For the integrated solution concept, it was defined by Brax and Jonsson in 2009 
as follows: 
1. An offering of a bundle of physical products, services, software and 
information, seamlessly combined to provide more value than the parts alone, 
that addresses customer’s needs in relation to a specific function or task in 
their business system;  
2. It is a long-term oriented, integrates the provider as part of the customer’s 
business system, and aims at optimizing the total user experiences for the 
customers [10]. 
For the integrated solution definition, which was proposed by Katarzyna Wac in 
2013, is a combination of the related concepts and definition mentioned above:  
A hybrid offering, which the smart mobile device are the central processing unit, 
in combination with wireless mobile data, social networks, business model, mobile 
service operation system, and interactive user interface to address seamless user 
experiences among portable product and service to realize customer needs [11]. 
In this paper, as referred from the above proposition and definition, the smart 
mobile phones, tablets, and related mobile service, which are provided by 
manufacturers, mobile carriers and Service Company, are thus propositioned under 
the theme of the industrial integrated solution and in the catalogues of the product-
service integration and the product-service bundling, defined as the term “the 
integrated solution”.  
It includes wireless mobile data networks, data modems, and mobile devices to 
connect to a wireless network for transmitting and receiving data, and wireless-
enabled applications, which are software that can be readily used once connected to a 
network [11]. 
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2.4 The Design Process Research Review 
2.4.1 The Design Research Review 
Up to now, the word “Design” could be interpreted as a verb or as a noun.  
When design is interpreted as a noun, the design research is about the purpose 
and attributes of the design and the relationship among design, natural science and 
human society. This kind of design research highlights exploring the purpose of the 
design, and is presented in the form of descriptive design knowledge. [12] 
When design is regarded as a verb, the design research is about the dynamic 
design process and related design methodology, which starts from the design business 
opportunity and user needs and go through concept design, design proposal, detailed 
design, design optimization, comprehensive decision and etc. 
This kind of design research, highlights the dynamic changing design process, is 
presented in a form of procedural design knowledge. See Figure 2-1, the category of 
design research.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
                             Figure 2-1: The Category of the Design Research  
 
2.4.2 The Design Process Research Review  
At present, the hotspot of the design process research lies in the research of 
design thinking and problem solving, and the integration of the design in the 
management of product development in enterprises.  
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In the field of design thinking and problem solving, design process research has 
taken the advantages of the related methods from other disciplines (For instance, 
psychology), and from the perspective of the designer’s mental process, innovative 
modes and methods, develop a series of relevant and sound problem-solving 
procedures, techniques and tools to assist design innovation.  
Shih-Wen Hsiao and Jyh-Rong Chou developed a creative method based on the 
naturally sensuous ability of human beings and proposed a creativity-based design 
process with systematic design methodologies and tools [13]; Y. Liu took the design 
thinking process as a search process and propose related searching design model [14]; 
Gero J. S. and Maher M.L. built creative knowledge, process model and scenario 
model by analyzing the innovative process of design and discussing the origination of 
design innovation [15]; Nigel Cross proposed a descriptive model of innovative 
design [16]; Yukari Nagai proposed a descriptive model of design thinking to analyze 
design problem solving, from the perspective of design innovation process and design 
thinking [17].  
In the field of the integration of the design in the development process of product 
and management in enterprises, design research focuses on how to assist companies to 
realize their commercial goals by integrating design into the management of product 
development. The dynamic design process description includes process stage flow, 
key design events, design methods, related organizational structure and participants to 
clarify the execution of design projects to realize commercial goal successfully.  
Karl T Ulrich and Steven D Eppinger have proposed a product development 
model (starting from clarifying design problems to the implementation of the final 
product) from the perspective of the business operation and management of enterprise 
[18]; Harry Bouwman, Henny De Vos, and Timber Haaker have proposed practical 
approaches of developing mobile service and bringing them into market successfully 
[19]; Choi Jin-Hae from LG proposed nine-design process models of in-house ware 
product design, focusing on design events, department and related human resources 
involved from idea initiation to design implementation [20].  
At present, there is enough design process model and methodology research in 
the field of product design. However, in the field of integrated solution design, as it is 
a newly emerging term, there are more failures than successful cases and quite a few 
research are available for both academic and industrial practice references.  
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2.5 Integrated Solution Design Process Model Review 
In the field of the integrated solution, according to the value of service, the 
integrated solution design process models could be divided into models under eco-
efficient sustainable theme and commercial business theme.  	  
2.5.1 Eco-efficient Integrated Solution Design Process  
For design process model under eco-efficient sustainable theme, Maussang N, 
Zwolinski P, Brissaud D proposed a general process model based on case study of the 
public bike rental system [21]. (See Figure 2-2) 	  
	  
            Figure 2-2: The Public Bike Rental System Design Process Model  	  
Manzini E, Vezzoli C. proposed MEPSS design process model in “A strategic 
design approach to develop sustainable product service systems” [22]. (See Figure 2-
3) 	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                                     Figure 2-3: MEPSS PSS Design Process Model 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Clayton R J, Backhouse C J, and Dani S, et al. proposed a process content view 
for PSS development process group process, process behavior diagram for internal 
value assessment process and process behavior view from idea generation process, in 
“A process model for developing integrated product-service offerings.” [23]. (See 
Figure 2-4, Figure 2-5, and Figure 2-6) 	  
	  
               Figure 2-4: Process Content View for PSS Development Process  
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       Figure 2-5: Process Behavior Diagram For Internal Value Assessment Process  
 
 
                    Figure 2-6: Process Behavior View in Idea Generation Process 
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2.5.2 Commercial Business Integrated Solution Design Process  
In the commercial business field, according to different project drivers, the 
integrated solution design process could be divided into two categories: Problem 
solving oriented design process and vision proposal oriented design process [24].  
Problem solving oriented design process starts from evaluating current mobile 
service systems and products from a HCD perspective and then improve upon the 
problem areas discovered through those evaluations.  
Vision proposal oriented design process starts from imagining new possibilities 
for satisfying the fundamental needs of consumers and then studying and developing 
mobile service systems and products that will make those possibilities a reality [24].  
In 2008, Yoshihiro Ueda in Fujitsu, proposed a vision oriented smart mobile 
integrated design solution design process with related design methods, which includes 
six phases, providing good references for clarifying the obscure process [25], see 
Figure 2-7:  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  
                            Figure 2-7: Service Oriented Design Process  
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Vision development phase, in which scenario planning and the Delphi method are 
applied; Service study and development phase, in which user observation, photo 
diaries, or photo essays are used; Persona setting phase and interaction development 
phase, in which structured scenario method is applied; Definition and development of 
specifications phase, in which paper prototyping, graphical user interface (GUI) 
simulators, 3D modeling, or mockups are applied; Evaluation and test phase, in which 
ergonomic methodologies and impact evaluation method are applied. 
 
2.6 The Ideal Integrated Solution Design Process Model Requirements 
In 2011, Clayton pointed out that a qualified design process should meet the 
following requirements [26]:  
• It should reflect practices executed in reality; 
• It must include complete information of the design process, such as process 
contents, design events in different teams and evolved human resource, which 
provides multiple views to help describe how processes are carried out and re-
used;  
• It should tell differences between product and service development by clarifying 
how product and service design coordinate each other;  
• It could be tailored to different projects and allow specialization.  
By reviewing the above design process model both in eco-efficient and 
commercial field, according to the requirements of ideal design process model, the 
following deficiency of the current design process model of integrated solution are 
identified as follows: 	  
1. There is quite few models in the smart mobile solution under the theme of 
commercial theme, most of them are under the eco-efficient theme;  
2. The integrated solution design process is complex, thus it should not be simply 
linear as reviewed in previous literature;   
3. As the integrated solution design are commercial project, the whole design 
process are revealed as incomplete, lacking product planning stage;  
4. It failed to recognize the differences between the product design and service 
design;  
5. The starting point of product design and service design is obscure;  
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6. The traceability of the development is not clear.  
7. It is difficult to implement the design process by referring to the roughly 
proposed design phases without detailed description of goals and methods. And 
there is lack of practical commercial design project to illustrate the design 
process application and effectiveness;  
8. The key design events, teams, participants involved and decisive weighing 
metrics in research, design and technology development are not clarified to give 
an overall image of the design process; 
9. Although there are big differences between ID design and UI design, hardware 
and software development, coordination among different events and human 
resource involved have not been clarified.   
According to the requirements of the qualified design process proposed by 
Clayton, and the deficiency of the current design process models, a qualified design 
process model in the field of integrated solution should be built, classified, compared, 
described, proposed and verified. 
 
2.7 Summary 
This chapter has proposed the proposition and definition of the term “The 
Integrated solution” concept (Belongs to the catalogue of the product-service 
integration and product-service bundling catalogue): A	   hybrid	   offering,	   which	   the	  smart	   mobile	   device	   are	   the	   central	   processing	   unit,	   in	   combination	   with	  wireless	  mobile	  data,	  social	  networks,	  business	  model,	  mobile	  service	  operation	  system,	   and	   interactive	   user	   interface	   to	   address	   seamless	   user	   experiences	  among	  portable	  product	  and	  service	  to	  realize	  customer	  needs.	   
In addition, it has done a thoroughly literature review of the integrated solution 
design process model. By proposing the ideal design process model requirements, it 
has pointed out the deficiency of the design process model of the integrated solution 
up to now, which has set the goal of design process model construction research in the 
following chapters.  
1. Reflection of the practices executed in reality and being complete;  
2. Clarification of each stage in the design process from the beginning to the end;   
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3. Inclusion of process contents, flows, and design events in related organization 
structure;  
4. Highlight of the differences and coordination between product and service 
design and development;  
5. Being able to be tailored to different projects and allows specialization.  	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 3. THE DESIGN PROCESS MODEL RESEARCH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The preceding chapter has pointed out the deficiency of the previous integrated 
solution design process model and proposed the ideal design process model 
requirements.  
To meet the ideal design process model requirements, this chapter is to propose 
the ideal integrated solution design process model descriptive methods and model 
chart based on the ideal requirements.  
It firstly gave an introduction of the target research Enterprises and design 
process scope.  
Later, it customized the ideal integrated solution design process model 
descriptive methods and model chart according to the ideal design process model 
requirements and the characteristics of the integrated solution design.  
Finally, The design process model was constructed based on the ideal model 
descriptive requirements and presented in the customized model chart, showed at the 
end of this chapter.  
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3.2 Research Target Enterprises 
The research target Enterprises in the pre-study is Enterprise A  and Enterprise B 
in Japan.  
Enterprise A, an advance Japanese ICT Enterprise, was founded in 1935. Its main 
businesses are conductor, computer and PC, system platform, mobile communication 
device and related service. [1] 
Enterprise B, which was founded in 1875, covers wide range of product and 
service, such as digital product, household appliances, electronic devices and 
components and information service. [2] 
Enterprise A and B have cooperation with mobile operator as well as independent 
research and design system, could provide good examples for probing the general 
situation of the integrated solution design process.  
The target research design cases in the pre-study selected from Enterprise A are 5 
smart phone, and 2 tablets, with 1 tablet from Enterprise B.  
The research target Enterprises in the further-study is Enterprise C in China. 
Enterprise C is a traditional mobile communication device Enterprise founded in 
1865. Its main businesses are world wide popular mobile phone and related mobile 
service. However, in the mobile solution era, it faces the challenge of transforming 
from offering standalone product and service to providing seamless mobile solution. 
It is a good example for comparing the independent research and design process in the 
past and present, identifying the changes taken places in integrated solution design 
process in the transformation era. [3] 
 
3.3 The Target Design Process Scope  
The target design process scope in the pre-study covers from the beginning of the 
design opportunity discovery to the production and release. It uncovers the design 
events, related department and participants involved. It highlights clarification of the 
coordination of resources the hardware and ID, software and UI design and 
development.  
The target design process scope in the further study highlights the more detailed 
design events in the coordination of resources the hardware and ID, software and UI 
design and development from the beginning to the end.  
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3.4 The Design Process Model Descriptive Methods  
The integrated solution design process model descriptive methods are referred 
from Jin-Hae Choi, describing the product design process model research in LG [4]. 
His descriptive methods of the product design events is as follows, see Figure 3-1, it 
includes design events in the process as well as the time period of the design events. 	  
	  
              Figure 3-1: The Product Design Process Event Descriptive Method    
 
In this research, as the coordination and differences of the ID and hardware, UI 
and software design and development are to be showed in the design process model-
design event part. The Jin-Hae Choi’s preceding product design process model-design 
event descriptive methods are customized for the integrated solution as follows, see 
Figure 3-2. The design events are divided into separate hardware design, software 
design and integrated design events.  
 
 
                               Figure 3-2: The Integrated solution Design Event  
 
3.5 Research Process and Result 
3.5.1 Research Process 
For Enterprise A & B, the interviews were held with the help from a Japanese 
graduate student Eda San, at Chiba University and Tokyo Office, with the design 
manger from May to August in 2012. The raw data from recordings was later 
transferred into text message, See Figure 3-3.  
TIME
Process Flow
INTEGREATED SOLUTIONID & HARDWARETIME SERVICE & SOFTWARE
EVENT & PROCESS FLOW EVENT & PROCESS FLOW EVENT & PROCESS FLOW 
Process Flow
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                                Figure 3-3: Raw Text Data from Interview 	  
3.5.2 The Organization Structure Overview 
Based on the information from interview raw data, the organization structures of 
Enterprises are constructed. For the Enterprise A, it represents the organization 
structure and design process of the Japanese traditional manufacturer in 
transformation for the integrated solution provider in the context of the mobile 
Internet era.  
In the integrated solution design process, the relative organization of the 
Enterprise A are mobile phone department, personal computer department, and 
business strategy department. See Figure 3-4.  
In the mobile phone department, relative organizations are mainly product 
planning department, marketing and sales department, design department and etc.  
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                             Figure 3-4: The Organization Structure of Enterprise A 
 
For the product planning department, the software design, mobile technology 
research, route design and etc. are carried out.  
For the design department, design activities such as software design, hardware 
design, CMF design and etc. with related team leaders are carried out.  
Besides, resources from advanced research department, global manufacturing 
department, mobile-phone sales department, quality assurance department and etc. 
provided supportive resources in the design process.  
        For the Enterprise B, unlike traditional manufacturer enterprises organization 
structure, it is similar to the company organization structure style, See Figure 3-5: 	  
  
	  
                           Figure 3-5: The Organization Structure of Enterprise B	  
        It is divided into independent companies, such as digital device company, 
electronic device company, electronic system company, social influence company and 
etc. Each company develops their product and service independently with related 
departments.  
For the Enterprise C, it represents European design oriented traditional mobile 
device Enterprises in transformation for integrated solution provider. See Figure 3-6:  
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Production Technology
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...
. . .
. . .
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                           Figure 3-6: The Organization Structure of Enterprise C	  
 
In its integrated solution design process, it includes user research center for 
advanced technology patent research, anthropology research, solution concept video 
demo, dummy and running prototype, cooperate development department, marketing 
department, business development department, design department, hardware 
department, and software department.  
For the user research center and design department, as both of them develop 
solution concept, it includes relative marketing team, user research team, ID and UI 
design teams, software team, hardware team, and mechanic team.   
 
3.5.3 The Design Process Model Overview 
Design process models constructed in pre-study in Enterprises A and B are 
presented are as follows, see Figure 3-6.  	  
Enterprise C 
User Research Center Marketing & Sales
Product Planning Technology Patent Department
Global R & D Department
Quality Evaluation Department
Software Design
Model Technology
Route Design
User Study
.
.
.
.
.
.
Design
Software Design
Hardware Design
CMF Design
Cooperate Development Business Development Software Design Hardware Design User Care
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                       Figure 3-7: The Integrated Smart Solution Design Process Model	  
	  
Five mobile phones and one tablet are from Enterprise A.  
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Two tablets are from Enterprise B. One keypad mobile phone and one touch 
smart phone from Enterprise C. (Not shown in Figure 3-7) 
 
3.6 Summery 
This chapter has proposed the design process event and organization structure 
descriptive method and chart for the integrated solution design process model by 
customization of the preceding descriptive methods of product design process based 
on the characteristics of the integrated solution and ideal integrated solution design 
process model requirements.  
The research result of the pre-study in the Enterprise A, B and C, are showed by 
describing the organization structure of the Enterprise A, B and C, and ID, UI, 
software, hardware design and development events flow, providing references for 
further generalization, comparison and description of the design process model in the 
following chapters.  	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4. MODEL GENERALIZATION, CLASSIFICATION, 
COMPARISON AND DESCRIPTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The preceding chapter has constructed the 8 general design process models of the 
integrated solution in the pre-study in Enterprises A and B based on the requirements 
of the ideal design process model description.  
This chapter is created to grab the essence of the integrated mobile smart design 
process by generalization, classification, comparison and description of the 
constructed eight design process models.  
It firstly generalized a design process model based on the same key design 
decisive events in the 8 general design process models.  
Later, it classifies the 8-constructed design process models into three categories 
based on product plan type and decision maker in key design decisive events.  
Finally, it compares and describes the different and similar design events among 
the different design process types at each design stages.  	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4.2 The Design Stage Generalization Process  
In order to generalize the whole design process into different stages [1], the same 
key design event (marked in blue line) and key decisive design event (marked in red 
line) in the 8 design process models constructed are extracted from the raw model 
data, See Figure 4-1.  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  
        Figure 4-1: Extract Key Design Events in Design Process Model Raw Data    
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The same decisive key design events in the 8 design process models are 
“Implementation Decisive Meeting” and “Release Event”.  
The same key design events in the 8 design process models are “Product Planning 
Proposal Review Meeting”, “Product Planning Review Meeting”, “Hardware 
Specification Decision Meeting” and “Software Specification Decision Meeting”.  
Based on the decisive key design events and key design events, the whole design 
process could be divided into two main stages, “Product Planning Stage” and 
“Product Development Stage”, and two sub-stages “Proposal”, Product Planning”, 
“Design Development and Pre-production” and “Release” in each main stages, see 
Figure 4-2.   
The product planning stage is flexible and is in cooperation with various 
departments.  The product development stage is structured and settled, mainly in 
cooperation with UI, ID, hardware and software team.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
                                
                              Figure 4-2: Two Main Stages of The Whole Design Process   
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4.3 Four Stages of The Design Process 
By reviewing the similar key design events and same key decisive design events 
in the Eight design process models, the integrated solution design process could be 
divided into four main stages: Proposal / biding / strategy stage, product plan stage, 
design, development and pre-production stage and release stage. See Figure 4-3.  
The proposal / biding / strategy stage, which is to create the original design 
proposal, is the starting phase of the design process. At this stage, ID design, 
hardware design, software design and UI design are proposed in the form of 3D 
product and main UI screen image, which are reviewed in proposal review meeting. 
Effect movie are shoot and developed afterwards for strategy review and project 
establishing decision judgment in proposal decision meeting. 	  
 
                                 Figure 4-3: Four Stages of The Design Process   	  
The product plan stage is the commercialization process of design proposals. 
Productivity and cost issues are taken into consideration to develop and review design 
proposal from the previous stage into product plan. At this stage, product mockups 
together with effect movie of UI design make up an integrated solution image for 
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product plan development and review. By turns of review, commercial solution 
proposal is finally determined in commercialization decision meeting.  
The commercialization decision meeting signifies the end of design in product 
planning stage, and start of the design, development and pre-production stage, which 
is the process of developing and implementing commercialized solution proposal.  
At this stage, hardware design and hardware specification are reviewed and 
determined before ID sketches creation. ID sketches are later created, reviewed and 
decided in ID decision meeting. Since then, the technology modification ends and 
starts the implementation events such as mechanical design, production design, 
casting molding design, and production model evaluation is implemented afterwards.  
While hardware and ID in development, software design and software 
specification are designed, reviewed and determined at this stage as well. UI design is 
reviewed in UI design decision meeting and bug checks of UI and software design are 
done in usability test before release stage.  
In the release stage, since the hardware and software joint test have been debug 
for potential bugging problem, the solution is released to the public with related 
introduction by web page for promotion. Besides, the UI and software components 
have been documented for references to future project.  
 
4.4 Design Process General Classification  
Among the 8 design process models, as there are differences existing in the 
starting and process design events in the proposal/biding/strategy stage, product plan 
type and decision maker in key decision meeting, they could be divided into three 
process model types as follows:  
From Smart phone A to Tablet C, they belong to different design process model 
types as carrier oriented design process, biding oriented design process, which are 
decided by carrier; Independent research and design process, which are decided by 
company. See Table 4-1.   	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  Table	  4-­1:	  Categories	  of	  The	  Design	  Process	  Model 
Objectives Category (Product Plan) Decision 
Smart phone A Carrier oriented Carrier 
Smart phone B Biding oriented Carrier 
Smart phone C Carrier oriented Carrier 
Smart phone D Biding oriented Carrier 
Smart phone E Biding oriented Carrier 
Tablet A Biding oriented Carrier 
Tablet B Independent R & D Company 
Tablet C Independent R & D Company 	  	  	  
The following section will discuss the similarities and differences in design 
events in the above three categories of design process models.  
 
4.5 Comparison and Description of The Design Process Models  
4.5.1 Similarities of The Design Process 
By comparing the design events in the four design stages of the three categories 
of the design process models, similarities could be found at design and development 
stage and pre-production stage See Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
                Figure 4-4: Similar and Different Events of the Design Process 
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For ID and hardware design and development, hardware specifications are settled 
in iteratively hardware design review meeting by keeping a balance between 
commercial solution concept and technology feasibility. ID sketches are proposed by 
ID designers based on hardware specification and modified based on the feedback 
from hardware and mechanical engineers. Once the ID sketches are settled, the 
production design, casting molding design and production model evaluation follow. 
Finally, factory and running examination of production model are carried out as 
preparation for production. 	  
	  
                       Figure 4-5: Similar Events in Design and Development  	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For UI and software design and development, UI design trend and UI design in 
previous version can provide reference for new UI and software design proposal. 
Since the hardware design and ID design have been settled, the UI and software 
review get started. The UI design team negotiates with software development team 
frequently to determine the UI design and software specification. Usability test is later 
launched for joint test debugging. 
At last, hardware and software are bundled together for joint test and release. 
Mobile solution related introduction are released in website for promotion.  	  
4.5.2 Differences of The Design Process 
Differences of these 3 design process categories and related models exist at the 
design proposal stage and product planning stage.  
(1) In carrier proposal oriented design process (See Figure 4-6), the design process 
starts from technology trend, user and market research. 
In proposal stage, about ten 3D ID rendering proposals and app concepts are 
reviewed in internal meeting before submitting to mobile carrier. 
For new innovative product line cases, it takes longer time for carrier to choose 
the suitable solution proposals as the carrier strategy roadmap is to be taken into 
consideration at the proposal stage. 
For evolving product line cases, the accumulated user data in previous version of 
mobile solutions could provide references for target user requirements and 
corresponding design function and features in new solution proposal. 
In the product planning stage, the product and service functions, as well as 
hardware and software design are reviewed and modified according to requirements 
from the OS platform. The integrated image of mobile solution proposal evolves 
along with the iteration of product mockup and effect UI movie. Finally, the 
productivity and economical issue of the solution proposal is evaluated in rounds of 
technology and market verification meeting.  
In the commercialization decision meeting, the final product mockups, service 
and UI effect movie are reviewed and decided for the next stage.  
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                                   Figure 4-6: Carrier Proposal Oriented Design Process    	  
(2) Compared with carrier proposal oriented design process, the carrier biding design 
process starts from carrier biding design brief (See Figure 4-7).  
 As this design process involves cooperation between Enterprises and mobile 
carrier, brand image designer is involved in the design process. In order to come up 
with the seasonal commercial war, the proposal stage is shortened as well as the 
whole design and development process. Thus, new technology required for hardware 
and software design and development is often purchased from external for internal 
use. 
In product plan stage, there are cases focusing on new application design and 
development as well as cases focus only on redesigning ID and UI graphic element.  
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For new application design and development cases, original application and 
related software planning take up larger proportion.  	  
 
                          Figure 4-7: Carrier Biding Oriented Design Process  	  
For the redesigning ID and UI graphic element cases, design events in product 
planning stage are mainly product appearance design, graphic test, CMF modification, 
app design and review. By going through rounds of technology and market 
verification, product appearance drawing and app concepts are reviewed by mobile 
carriers and the final solution proposal is decided. 
  
(3) The independent research and design process differs a lot from solution for 
oversea market to solution for domestic market.  
The independent research and design process model (See Figure 4-8) proposed 
here refers to the mobile solution for domestic market. 
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                         Figure 4-8: Independent Research & Design Process  	  
Compared with the previous other two design process categories, the independent 
research and design process starts from the OS development. Since OS specification 
is ready, strategy planning and review get started. Strategy related user study, 
technology research and roadmap, marketing research are carried out and solution 
proposal are created for technology feasibility and market opportunity verification. 
By running through the 1st round of verification, ID 3D proposal, App concept, 
mock up and binding app settings are decided in product plan proposal review 
meeting. In the 2nd round of technology verification, OS and Chip set Beta version is 
tested and solution proposal is reviewed and decided for implementation stage. The 
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independent research and design process is different from case to case, from the 
strategy stage to implementation stage, which requires further study for design 
process clarification and sub-categorization. 	  
4.6 Summary 
This chapter has summarized the 8 constructed general design process models 
from Enterprises A and B into a four stage general design process based on key 
design decisive events (proposal review meeting, proposal decision meeting, 
commercialization decision meeting, and release event): Proposal/Biding/Strategy 
stage, product plan stage, design, development and preproduction stage, and release 
stage, which provide references for the customized design process model proposal in 
the following chapters.  
According to differences in product plan types and design decision maker, a 
general classification of the 8 design process models is created: Independent research 
and design process, biding oriented design process, and carrier oriented design 
process.  
The similarities and differences in the design events of ID and UI, software and 
hardware design and development among the three categories of design process 
model in the four design stages are compared and described. See Figure 4-9. (The 
different events in proposal and product planning stage are marked red.) 
However, the research result in this chapter highlights the coordination of UI and 
software, and ID and hardware events in the design and development process, which 
is structured. The feasible product planning and design proposal process remains not 
properly clarified. Besides, as the design process of the independent research and 
design varies case by case, it requires further probe.  	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                  Figure 4-9: Different Events Among Three Design Process Categories 	  
Thus, the goal of the next chapter is to further probe more specific design events, 
especially in the product planning and design proposal process, of the independent 
research and design process category in Enterprise C. In order to get deeper 
understanding of the independent research and design process, the evolvement of its 
design process is analyzed according to the value network shift inside Enterprise.  	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5. MODEL SUB-CLASSIFICATION, COMPARISON AND 
DESCRIPTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction	  
The preceding chapter has grab the essence of the integrated solution design 
process: The divided four key design stages and classified three types: carrier 
proposal oriented, biding oriented, and independent research and design process.  
This chapter is to further probe the specific details of the independent research 
and design process by in-depth interview in Enterprise C in its traditional 
manufacturer era and its integrated solution provider era to show how design process 
evolves in the process related value network shift inside Enterprise.  
It first introduced the components of the value network, which includes 
integrated solution components structure, profit logic, supported key organization 
structure, corresponding key design process structure and evaluation metrics.  
It later described the value network in Enterprise C in its traditional manufacturer 
age and corresponding product-oriented integrated solution design process as well as 
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its new value network in its solution provider era, and its corresponding service-
oriented integrated solution design process.   
Compared with the research in previous chapter, which extracted the essence of 
the integrated solution design process, this chapter highlights the detailed and specific 
design events of the independent research and design process, especially in the 
product plan and design stages. It clarifies the evolvement of the independent research 
and design process of the same Enterprise from its traditional manufacturer era to its 
new integrated solution provider era.  
 
5.2 Value Network Components in Enterprise 
Christensen C, in the book, <The innovator's dilemma: when new technologies 
cause great firms to fail>, proposed the concept of “Value Network” to explain the 
elements of value network, such as product components structure, profit logic, 
supported organization structure, evaluation metrics, and design process, the time 
period of the design and development and etc., contribute to the success or failure of 
the Enterprise, when it faces the challenges in the industrial shift [1].   
In the following parts, the elements of the value networks in Enterprise C will be 
introduced in its traditional manufacturer era and integrated solution provider era, 
clarifying the relationship among its solution components structure, profit logic, 
supported organization structure, evaluation metrics and design process, in its shift 
from traditional manufacturer to integrated solution provider.  
In order to clarify the value network and design process in Enterprise C both in 
its traditional manufacturer era and solution provider era, the research is carried out in 
four steps: interview outline preparation, first hand data collection, key data extraction, 
model construction, and model simplification.  
 
5.3 Research Process 
5.3.1 Target Enterprise Description 
Enterprise C is the top mobile device design and manufacturing company. Due to 
the mobile service trend in the world, its strategy, product components structure, 
profit logic, supported organization structure, evaluation metrics, and design process, 
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the time period of the design and development has been changing dramatically from 
2008 to 2011 for the new industry shift challenge. 	  
5.3.2 Research Process Description 
The research process includes four parts, interview outline preparation, first hand 
data collection, key data extraction, model construction, and model simplification.  
As the design process model targets at highlighting the detailed design event flow 
and description in the whole design process, especially in the product plan and design 
phase. The interview outline is designed as follows, see figure 5-1.  	  
	  
                                          Figure 5-1: Interview Outline 	  
The Interview focus on milestones, expected goals, design tasks, sub-tasks, 
related design events, input, output, and roles involved in the whole design process, 
especially detailed design events in product plan and design proposal stages.   
The interview took place from September in 2012 to June in 2013, in Media Lab 
of Enterprise C in Shenzhen, China, by interviewing design manger, ID and UI team 
Leader. The interview result, which was later transferred into raw text data, could be 
referred as follows, see Figure 5-2.  	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                               Figure 5-2: Raw Text Data From Interview  	  
Based on the raw data from the interview, the key data was extracted and 
summarized for later design model construction. See Figure 5-3.  	  
	  	  	  	  	   	  
                         Figure 5-3: Key Data From Raw Data from Interview  
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5.4 Product Oriented Solution Design Process 
5.4.1 Value Network 
In traditional manufacturing age before 2004, as the logic of making profit is to 
find margins in selling device price in product scale, the design process characteristics 
in Enterprise C is product design driven and device focused, which is device design 
centered with deployed service on device at minimal cost (minimal cost of operating a 
service and most of the services will be free) to add value to the margins of the 
integrated solution. The goal of the design process focus on controlling production 
cost, improve device design and quality.  
As the integrated solution components are best devices dominated with added 
value smart services, the depth of the ID and UI, hardware and software integration is 
a little inter-linkage beyond device and service usage. The innovation and 
development mode is separate planning and no roadmap sharing, not too much 
interactive design integration between product and service design.  See Figure 5-4.  	  
      
                                      Figure 5-4: Product Oriented Value Network 
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According to different seeds in design process, the product-oriented integrated 
solution design process could be divided as product line lead type and new business 
opportunity lead type. See Figure 5-5.  	  
	  
                            Figure 5-5: Product Oriented Design Seeds 	  	  For product line lead design process innovation, well-known marketplace, and 
customer set lead to typically enhancements to existing products in the design process, 
where failure is inefficient and real innovation is unlikely to take place and design 
management is measured on efficiency.  
For new business opportunity lead requires investment. Failure is expected and 
costly, while design results are unpredictable and uncertain.  
For the product oriented integrated solution design process described in the 
following, is the combination of the product line lead and new business opportunity 
lead design process.  
Under this industrial background, product design driven and device focused with 
added value service design integrated solution, the key organization structure in 
Enterprise C could be seen as in Figure 5-6.  
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                    Figure 5-6: Product Oriented Process Related Organizational Structure 	  	  	  
There are four business units, mobile phones business unit, multi-media business 
unit, networks service business unit, Enterprise solution business unit, which focus on 
device design and development, content creation, network support, and Enterprise 
solution. Based on this four business units, there are four supported units: customer 
and market operations unit, technology platform unit, strategy, renewal and 
operational excellence unit, FSP, HR, and other shared service units.  
The key product oriented design process structure in Enterprise C is as following, 
see Figure 5-7.  
It starts with technology innovation and market opportunity, which contributes to 
product portfolio creation. Then the product creation process starts, with the support 
from architecture. Once the product design is determined, product and hardware 
implementation and integration starts, together with service creation and service 
software implementation and integration. Finally, hardware and software design and 
development are integrated for joint test.  	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                         Figure 5-7: Product Oriented Design Process Key Structure  
 
5.4.2 Design Process Description 
Product-oriented integrated mobile solution design process (See figure 5-8) can 
be divided into 10 phases and different events take places from different teams at 
different times or simultaneously, such as research team, art direction team, ID design 
team, modeling making team, colors and materials design (CMD) team, digital design 
team and package team and etc.  
The process starts from market insights stage, when insights are generated from 
consumer trend, market needs technology trend and business opportunities.  
Besides the input from market insights, technology roadmap, design DNA trend, 
and company strategy are proposed in the strategy roadmap and portfolio 
management stage. Design story is created for product portfolio concept. At the same 
time, CMD technology roadmap is proposed to define product CMD tactics.  
In the business plan and design brief stage, by referring to the roadmap and 
product portfolio concept, business abstract and plan, product abstract and plan are 
proposed and decided for product design definition.  
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In product design stage, based on product design definition, the 1st round of ID 
design concepts are created and categorized as alternative design directions. At this 
point, design models are made accordingly to provide feedback for design directions 
refinement. When the design directions are decided by design models review meeting, 
the 2nd round of ID concepts generation is carried out. ID sketches are created to 
develop and review ID concepts. Selected ID sketches are later developed into 3D 
models and rendering picture for review and decision. At this time, the 1st validation 
report from product development team is proposed for the final design ID sketch 
decision meeting.  
The value added service stage takes place at the time since the ID concept has 
been decided by the 1st validation report from product development team. Value 
added service and UI design theme are created to match the ID design. UI sketches, 
UI frameworks and GUI design, software design events follow. Since the service 
design and UI design are reviewed and decided, the UI graphics beta files are 
transferred to software engineering team for further development. 
In the product integration stage, the ID concept 3D data is transferred to product 
mechanics engineers for mechanics feedback for design refinement. Frequent 
communication between mechanical engineers and ID designer take places to refine 
ID design based on catia 3D data. During this period, the product appearance model is 
created for ID concept review and refinement, and CMD specification is created and 
decided as well. Package design concept is later created, reviewed and decided based 
on ID data. The software engineering developed for UI design, combined with 
hardware engineering and mechanical engineering are prepared for the joint test in the 
next stage.  
In validation stage, the product development team carries out rounds of joint test 
for hardware and software debugging. Once the ID and UI design is settled and gain 
approval from the validation report proposed by product development team, the 
solution design is delivered for design right protection and frozen. At this stage, the 
packaging specification is created for product marketability preparation and CMD 
specification is refined for production, tooling, and sales in the next stage.  
Finally, the integrated product and service solution is put into production and 
tooling and marketing for sales.  
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                           Figure 5-8: Product Oriented Design Process    
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5.5 Service Oriented Solution Design Process   
5.5.1 Value Network 
With the development of mobile service, the basis of competition and value 
capture is moving from feature phones and smart phones to more solution and 
services–centric business models. In this context, integrated solutions are not just 
devices plus service, but a more holistic mobile solution is to build across 
organization, which is consumer data centered and includes smart device (HW, 
design, device enablers, accessories, device), relative multi-media content, services 
(Services and applications, software & UI), backend infrastructure (Servers and 
processing storage, transactions and billing where the customer data is maintained and 
further analyzed). See Figure 5-9. 
 
 
                          Figure 5-9: Service Oriented Design Process Value Network 
 
The four elements of the service centered integrated solutions integrated within 
context, which is consumer interaction with relevant content in dimensions of people, 
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places and time enabled by backend infrastructure and  
network, to create seamless experience through interaction with all the solution’s 
elements (device, service, content) and business system. (Marketing, Care, POS, Key 
external enablers, ecosystem, business case, business model, monetization, value 
chain, channel, operator, developers and partnering.  
In the context of the service centered integrated solutions, there are two kinds of 
linkage of device and service: the depth of the product and UI design, hardware and 
software integration is inseparable linkage between device and service optimization, 
usage and payment as a one package; the depth of linkage is customized independent 
product and UI design, with related hardware and software integration.  
Thus, the innovation and development mode is deep joint planning and roadmap 
of device and service, from the concept to final offering and separate planning and 
limited sharing of the roadmap between product and service design.  
The service oriented design process related key organization structure could be 
seen in Figure 5-10.  
 
                            
          Figure 5-10: Service Oriented Design Process Key Organization Structure 
 
There are four business units, smart device business unit, mobile product business 
unit, marketing operation business unit, service and software business unit, which 
focus on high-end solution, low-end solution, ecosystem supplier, and service 
development. Based on this four business units, there are four supported units: 
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customer and market operations unit, technology platform unit, strategy, renewal and 
operational excellence unit, FSP, HR, and other shared service units.  
The key service oriented design process structure in Enterprise C is as following, 
see Figure 5-11.  
It starts with technology innovation, market opportunity discovery, and platform 
creation, which contribute to product and service roadmap and portfolio creation. 
Then the service system, product and UI creation process starts, with the support from 
architecture. Once the service and product design are determined, product and 
hardware implementation and integration starts, together with service software 
implementation and integration. Finally, hardware and software design and 
development are integrated for joint test.  
 
                                   
                  Figure 5-11: Service Oriented Key Design Process Structure 
 
5.5.2 Design Process Description 
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Service-oriented integrated solution design process (See figure 5-12) in mobile 
solution provider era, could be divided into 10 stages.  
In the insight collection stage, it collects insights from multiple channels, such as 
trend insights from tastemakers and cultural entrepreneurs, bottom up service ideas 
from all employees in company, feedback of problems and expectations from 
previous solutions usability tests, anthropology study of target users’ lifestyle, user 
research from external research agency, and service feature requirements from mobile 
carrier and etc., which are shared in seminars and meetings with strategy and foresight 
team to propose future solution vision proposals. About 8-10 proposal are selected 
and transferred to strategy stage.  
At the strategy stage, strategy roadmap, technology roadmap, service roadmap, 
design language, design DNA, and value proposition are proposed. Portfolio concept 
workshop is held afterwards to clarify and decide service roadmap, user experience 
targets, strategy, portfolio target and architecture.  
At the business model and design brief stage, business model and design brief are 
proposed based on guidelines from previous stage and requirements from 
stakeholders. Sound checks are made with strategy team, internal specialist network 
and stakeholders.  
In communication and collaboration stage, design brief decided in the previous 
stage is released to related design and technology teams in kick off meetings, from 
which feedback is collected for possible refinement.  
In solution design direction stage, special workshop is held to brainstorm service 
concepts. Concepts are classified by grouping ideas and concept direction description 
is made up for review, vote and decision. Field study follows to clarify targets user 
definition and requirements to verify solution concept directions.  
In solution definition stage, service use case is created and service ecosystem 
map is proposed to clarify different roles played in service models. By turns of review 
meeting with stakeholders, the service use case is developed, from which service 
main function list is extracted. Quick service function prototypes are made and tested 
in field study through simulators for further service function and service features 
clarifications. Service function list is modified and service features are developed in 
design workshop after field study, and are finally reviewed and decided by steering 
group.  
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                               Figure 5-12: Service Oriented Design Process   
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Since the service function list and service features are decided, integrated service 
and product solution use case is created afterwards, focusing on matching vague 
product features to the decided service features through different interactive modes. 
Product definition is later reviewed by steering group with hardware design and 
specification, software design and specification decided by technology experts. 
In the product and UI design stage, integrated ID and UI sketch concept 
workshop is held, in which interactive modes of service features and corresponding 
product features are discussed and developed based on solution design use case 
between ID designer and UI designer, A fruitful results of interactive behaviors 
design, ID form and UI main screen and UI key flow sketches are created. 
Product 3D rendering and UI visualization images are later developed based on 
ID and UI sketches. They are reviewed, refined, decided and frozen through frequent 
communication between product design team and mechanic engineering team, and UI 
design team and software engineering team.  
Once the ID and UI design concepts gain internal approval from validation 
reports from development team, they are put forward to hardware, mechanical and 
software development and test stage.  
In hardware development, events include hardware basic layout decomposition, 
getting schematic reference from mechanics, building component schematic library, 
1st version of schematic design, motor related scheme, final hardware components 
review and improvement. 
In the software development process, core software coding gets developed for 
basic UI function, driver, and UI service features. They get developed in separate 
modular and tested jointly. UI graphic documents are transferred to software 
development team for integral test.  
Events in the mechanics development process include detailed layout, conflict 
check between PCB and mechanics, and mechanics detail design for different parts.  
Finally, joint test of hardware and software is made for debugging in usability 
test in both experimental lab and field study. The running prototypes of the product 
and service integrated solution develop from T0 to T6 version for iterative refinement.  
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5.6 Evolvement of the Design Process 
   5.6.1 Key Design Stages Evolvement 
           Compared with the four key design stages from Enterprise A and B in Japan, 
the evolvement for key design stages in Enterprise C in product oriented and service 
oriented independent research and design process are listed as follows, See Table 5-1.  
(Evolvements are marked with colors.) 	  
                                      Table 5-1: Evolvement in Design Stages 
 
     
    Compared with the four key design stages, the evolvement of the key design 
stages in product oriented independent research and design process are product 
opportunity discovery in proposal and strategy stage, and product portfolio in product 
plan stage. For the service oriented design process, the evolvement is service 
opportunity discovery and platform creation in proposal and strategy stage, solution 
portfolio and service plan in product plan stage, system, service and UI creation, 
followed by product design and simultaneous product hardware and service software 
development.  
 
5.6.2 Key Organization Structure Evolvement 
   As the key design stages evolved, the organization structure evolves accordingly.  
Product Oriented Solution ProcessGeneral Process Service Oriented Solution Process
Proposal &
Strategy
Product
Plan
Design &
Development
Release
Product Plan
Product Portfolio
Product Plan Service Plan
Solution (Product  + Service) Portfolio
Product Design
Product Hardware 
Development
Service Design & 
Software 
Development
Product Hardware 
Development
Service Software 
Development
Joint Test Joint Test
Platform CreationProduct Proposal & Strategy
Product Opportunity Discovery
Serivice Strategy
Service Opportunity Discovery
System, Service 
& UI Creation
Product Design
Original Changes Taken Places Changes Taken Places
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        For Enterprise C, in 2004, it was at the top of the mobile communication 
industrial dominated by its mobile device, communication service quality, cost 
control and supply channel.  
         In 2008, influenced by the new emerging mobile service industry, and 
challenged by other mobile service oriented companies, it announced to shift its 
strategy to integrated solution provider by its smart mobile device and new service 
portfolio in music, games, multi-media and so on.  
         Due to its strategy shift, the changes in value network took places accordingly. 
For its organizational structure, the differences between product-oriented and service-
oriented independent research and design process are presented as follows, See Figure 
5-13. 	  
	  
                               Figure 5-13: Comparison in Organization Structure 	  
As it shifted from product oriented to service oriented, the service and software 
unit has been upgraded and changed as an independent business unit, corresponding 
to the service centered solution components change in its value network. Besides, its 
mobile phone business unit has been break into two independent business units, one is 
smart device, managing touch phone and multi-media content, and the other is 
traditional mobile feature phone, which are of totally different design process.   	  
5.6.3 Key Process Structure Comparison 
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Corresponding to its organization structure shift, the differences of its key design 
process structures could be seen in Figure Table 5-3. Compared to the previous 
product oriented design process, the service related process takes up more portions 
and moved from the end of the design and development process to the upper part in 
the service oriented design process.   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
                             Table 5-2: Evolvement in Key Design Structure 
	  	  
Besides, in the service oriented design process, the development of the totally 
new operation platform in deep linkage with the interactive behaviors between the 
device and service are valued important and put at the beginning of the design 
process.  
Furthermore, the service opportunity discovery and service portfolio creation are 
added in the strategy and product planning stage, in some projects, even earlier than 
product portfolio planning. Last but not the least, the service, system, and UI creation 
is at the same time of the product & ID creation process, and in some projects are 
earlier than product concept creation process, following by simultaneous product 
hardware and service software development.  
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5.6.4 Detailed Design Process Model Comparison 	  	  In a conclusion, the differences between the product oriented and service 
oriented integrated solution design process could be seen as follows, Figure 5-14. The 
starting point of the service oriented design process begins with service design 
opportunity discovery, and it has taken the service design into strategy and generates 
service design roadmap and portfolio.  	  
 
                                    Figure 5-14: Comparison in Detailed Design Process   
 
         Besides, the product planning is service centered with service network and 
business model construction and service related elements take up more portions of the 
whole design process with service related events, methods and tools. Furthermore, the 
product design proposal follows the service design proposal. 
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5.7 Summary 
In the further research of the independent research and design process, two sub-
categories and related models are proposed: product oriented integrated solution 
design process in traditional manufacturer era and service oriented integrated solution 
design process in new mobile solution provider era, in corresponding to the value 
network shift inside Enterprise C, such as product components structure, profit logic, 
supported key organization structure, corresponding key design process structure and 
evaluation metrics.  
Detailed description of the two design process models, highlighting the product 
planning and design proposal stages are done.  
Besides, the key design stages, key organization structure, key design process and 
detailed design process between product-oriented and service oriented integrated 
solution design process are compared to show the evolvement from the old design 
process to the new one (See Figure 5-15), providing references for the customization 
of the local design process model proposal of Enterprise C in the next chapter. The 
design process evolved from product-oriented to service-oriented by developing or 
reducing design events in each design stages, from opportunity discovery, to design 
strategy, portfolio design, design brief, design proposal, design development, 
hardware and software development, and validation and test.  
As design events and process flow differs case by case [2], there are definitely 
more sub-categories of independent research and design process in the integrated 
solution era, which requires further research in the future.  
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                              Figure 5-15: Design Process Comparison Full Map 	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6. NEW SERVICE ORIENTED DESIGN PROCESS 
MODEL VERIFICATION - THE DESIGN STAGE IN 
WAWA PROJECT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The preceding chapter has clarified the current integrated solution design process 
by description, generalization, classification, and comparison, which comes to the 
conclusion: three general types of the current design process model and two sub-
categorization of the independent research and design process model: product 
oriented in the past and service oriented at present.   
Compared to the current service oriented independent research and design 
process proposed in the last chapter, which is the case study of a traditional smart 
mobile phone, this chapter proposed a customized and specific service oriented design 
process for an innovative baby smart mobile phone with 9 sub-design process and 
illustrate the application of the new design process model by the innovative baby 
smart mobile phone WAWA project from the beginning to the design proposal stage.  
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To describe the design process model application and verify its efficiency, the 
goal, difficulty, research, ID, UI, hardware, software design and development events, 
related design methods, and participants of every sub-design process were further 
discussed and described in the WAWA integrated solution for children and parents 
design case.   
 
6.2 The New Service-Oriented Design Process Model Proposal  
The new service oriented integrated solution design process model starts from the 
solution proposition phase, and then goes through the solution theme creation, use 
case creation, UI specification proposal, UI & ID design proposal, hardware, 
mechanic, software development, hardware and software joint test and usability test, 
with involvement of related human resources, see Figure 6-1.  
The new service oriented integrated solution design process model is illustrated 
by WAWA project, a smart mobile solution design case for kids and parents.  
The WAWA project is done in Enterprise C’s Innovation Studio in Shenzhen, 
China, which was founded in April 2010 and made up of design department, hardware 
department, software department, research department, and marketing and strategy 
department. The NRC Innovation Studio organization structure and human resources 
are as follows:  
• In design department, there are four internal ID designer and three interns, six 
internal UI designers and three interns; 
• In hardware department, there are six internal hardware engineers and five 
internal mechanics engineers; 
• In software department, there are seven internal software engineers and three 
interns;  
• In marketing department, there are four user and marketing researchers;  
In strategy department, there is a steering group, which is composed by a 
strategist, an investment manager, three project managers, three product managers, 
two ID team leaders, two UI team leaders, one hardware engineer team leader, one 
software engineer team leader, one mechanics engineer team leader, and one 
technology expert. 
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                 Figure 6-1: The New Service Oriented Design Process  
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The WAWA project is accomplished within the coordination among the above 
departments and human resources in the following sub-design process with 
application of related methods.  
 
6.3 Solution Proposition Process 
The purpose of the solution proposition process is to identify and evaluate 
solution business opportunities. To reach this goal, events such as marketing survey, 
ethnological study, and design trend probe, research finding sharing meeting, user 
segmentation creation, and hardware, software technology patents sharing workshop 
are carried out.  
The key difficulty in this stage lies in multiple ways of acquisition and 
interpretation of data, which lead to the discovery of design opportunity, the triggers 
of establishing a new project [1]. See Figure 6-2.  
 
 
                                           Figure 6-2: Solution Proposal Stage 
 
In WAWA project, data are collected from internal marketing, design and 
technology trend research, external research agency user study, and internal field 
study. 
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The research findings are later processed by internal designers, technology expert, 
and researchers for research insights generation and design opportunities proposal, 
which are later verified in field test evaluation.  
The verified research insights and design opportunities are further reported to 
steering group (strategist, the head of the NRC innovation studio, product manager, 
project manager, ID team leader, UI team leader, HW engineering team leader, SW 
engineering team leader, and technology expert) in review meeting for solution 
proposition, strategy roadmap and brand construction.  
By terms of review meetings, the solution proposition is finally defined based on 
research insights, technology patents and design trend by steering group.  
 
(1) Marketing survey, design and technology trend research  
The marketing survey is to identify niche market with potential to develop into 
mega market.  
The design trend research is to identify the future design trend in human-device 
and human-service interaction, usage scenarios, device form factor, UI and visual 
content consumption and etc., providing references for design solution inspiration. 
Technology trend research is to evaluate the feasibility of a design opportunity in 
niche market with potential growing into potential mega market.  
The marketing survey, design and technology trend research for kids are 
conducted by marketing researchers, anthropologist, designers and technology staffs 
in separate team research and shared in team findings sharing meetings, See Figure 6-
3.  
 
    
                        Figure 6-3: Findings Sharing Meetings in Shenzhen 
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The findings are classified into marketing business opportunity, long term, 
middle term and short-term design trend (including integrated solution, product and 
UI), and technology roadmap as follows.   
For market business opportunity:  
• The kid mobile phone is not popular in the market as it only offers a stand-alone 
device, See Figure 6-4, which lacks of system service thinking. Thus, there is a 
market opportunity for a Integrated mobile communication solution system with 
customized service;  
 
 
                          Figure 6-4: Marketing Research of kid phone in Shenzhen  
 
For long term, middle term and short-term design trend (including integrated 
solution, product and UI), the findings are as follows:  
• Solution design trend in long term: new directions in tangible interfaces and 
idea of Internet of things (all things connected). Blurring of boundaries will 
continue: body with products, interface with environment. Future brain research 
also makes it possible to interface with a product without any visible 
interaction;  
• Solution design trend in middle term: A new genre of devices is emerging, See 
Figure 6-5, not only with wearable features, and also morphing the body with 
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novel and natural ways of interacting with technology, responding, gathering 
and presenting information to the individual;  
 
 
                                Figure 6-5:  The Emerging New Genre of Devices 
 
• Solution design trend in middle term: Devices and their interfaces are becoming 
more sophisticated, but interactions and experiences with them remain intrusive 
and clumsy, see Figure 6-6. New interactive device and mobile service are 
emerging that respond with greater sensitivity and empathy; 
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               Figure 6-6: Devices and Interfaces With Sensitivity And Empathy 
 
• Solution design trend in short term: Fast growing amount of sensing 
surroundings solutions on the market place become available. There is need for 
common and simple design metaphors, see Figure 6-7.  
 
 
                                Figure 6-7: Common and Simple Design Metaphors 
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• Solution design trend in short term: Minimal design is a strong trend that 
promotes calm experiences, tools and products to embrace the little everyday 
moments of silence. Switching off and zoning out is essential behavior. The 
design focus is on utility and the particular function of the object;  
• UI design trend in short term: Visual language overriding text. Information 
becoming aesthetically pleasing. (Information + entertainment). Users can be 
more selective with data, see Figure 6-8: 
 
 
                                 Figure 6-8: Aesthetically Pleasing Visual Language 
 
For technology trend research:  
• There will be increasing integrated solution concepts that can enhance human 
senses and emotions by detecting and tracking users’ gestures, emotions, 
expressions and intentions by mixed reality, bio-sensors, image and gesture 
recognition, voice and audio perception in 3-5 years, See Figure 6-9. This 
technology trend enables human to move from on-screen touch to off-screen 
multi-touch and public displays and projections that can detect users’ gestures, 
emotions and intentions in this UI revolution.  
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• NFC, RFID, and QR technology are defining a new category of digital devices 
that will revolutionize the human-machine interaction in UI revolution era in 1-
3 years;  
  
                Figure 6-9: New Interaction Technology with Gestures and Emotions  
 
• Ambient awareness and constant online interaction with your network let you 
sense the rhythms of friends’ lives. This closes the gap between face to face 
interaction and leads to immeasurably richer ties and communication, See 
Figure 6-10;  
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                               Figure 6-10: Ambient awareness Technology 
 
Based on marketing business opportunity, long term, middle term and short-term 
design trend (including integrated solution, product and UI), and technology roadmap, 
some rough future visions of the integrated solution are formed.  
 
(2) Ethnological user study and user segmentation creation 
To refine these rough future visions of the integrated solution, real life user 
insights are needed to support further development of these rough future visions into 
more detailed feasible future visions. Thus, micro user behavior and psychological 
research are needed.   
Assisted by Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, a series of 
comprehensive studies and observation on children aging from 2-14 years old about 
their daily activities, mindset, behaviors, and cognition are carried out by user 
researchers.  
The research findings are classified into three user segmentations (2-4 years old, 
5-10 years old, and 11-14 years old) based on differences in the following catalogues: 
lifestyles, kid’s needs, parent’s expectation, and solution concepts key words. See 
Figure 6-11.  
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                                  Figure 6-11: User Segmentation Creation 
(3) Feasible technology patents sharing workshop  
With the clarification of marketing business opportunity, long term, middle term 
and short-term design trend (including integrated solution, product and UI), and 
technology roadmap, and micro real life user requirements, the feasibility of design 
opportunity is evaluated in technology patent sharing workshop organized by 
technology staff, which is to share the latest hardware and software technology 
patents, such as accelerating sensor technology, gyroscope technology and etc., with 
UI team members (user researchers, GUI designers, Interactive designers, UX 
architect), ID team members (ID designers, mechanical engineers), and steering group, 
providing references for further design decision and development.  
 
(4) Solution proposition meeting 
The solution proposition is decided by steering group, based on previous 
marketing, design and technology trend research insights, design opportunities, 
technology feasibility and available resource allocation.  
The overall description of solution proposition for WAWA project is as follows:  
• A solution system proposed for baby from 2-4 years old, kids from 5-10 years 
old, and teenager from 11-14 years old; 
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• A service network among school (teachers and student circle)-family (parents 
and children relationship) – friends circle, with supported mobile device to 
enhance the interactive experience among roles in the system, See Figure 6-12; 
• For babies of 2-4 years old, solution is to provide entertaining and 
accompanying user experience, such as automatic photo taking, games, and 
baby physical and psychological status awareness and updated these info to 
parent’s mobile phone;     
• For kids of 5-10 years old, solution is to provide supervising, playing by 
learning, and communicating related user experiences;  
• For teenagers of 11-14 years old, solution is to provide self-expressive and 
social networking entertaining user experiences, such as multi-user games and 
multi-media content sharing;   
• Sensor, gyroscope, NFC, RFID, QR technology can be applied to provide more 
intuitive interactive UX by detecting and tracking users’ gestures, emotions, 
expressions and intentions.  
      
 
                            Figure 6-12: Service Network of WAWA Solution  
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6.4 Solution Design Theme Creation Process 
Since the solution proposition is decided, solution design theme will be created 
afterwards. It is to clarify vague design requirements by following design events: 
solution concept brainstorming and affiliating workshop, which is to explore and 
group the first wave of solution concepts for alternative solution design theme, 
solution concept with main function and key words for design style by all team 
members; Iterative review and final decision meeting by steering group.   
In WAWA project, the solution design theme, related concepts and design style 
keywords for baby from 2-4 years old are as follows:  
• Having fun direction: Communication toy which can take pictures and video 
recording automatically at the right moment by face tracking and expression 
recognition technology;  
• Health monitoring direction: Baby physiological and psychological status 
awareness (such as body temperature, huger, sickness, depression and etc.) and 
supervising service system with wearable device;  
The solution design style: cute and cartoon style with glaring eyeball catching 
interactive and visual ID and UI features.  
 
For kids from 5-10 years old, solution design themes and related concepts are as 
follows:  
• Health and safety monitoring direction: Location awareness, health status 
monitor and emergency alarm (earthquake and fire) service system and mobile 
device by GPS, cell phone ID and local sensor;  
• Communication direction: Video call by voice command with call time period 
controllable by parents; 
• Learning by playing direction: Educational function such as English reading 
machine, e-book, mini-test, storytelling, animation playing, exercise record, 
family games, encyclopedia quiz on line service system and etc.;  
Solution design style: Interesting and imaginative interaction with cute and 
colorful ID and UI visual features.  
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For teenagers from 11-14 years old, solution design themes and related concepts 
are as follows:  
• Educational assistant direction: School event and schoolwork arrangement 
assistant (web searching, dictionary, and etc.) service system, providing 
homework info sharing, mobile multi-media class service with supported device; 
• Entertaining and social-networking direction: Online social-networking service 
system supporting QQ, blog, facebook, Weibo, youtube and other 3rd party 
social-networking application, with photo, video call function, online resources 
supporting social networking, such as invitation, love letter template, and online 
entertainment such as game, music, organizing creative activity for fun and etc.   
Solution design style: For boys, multi-function interactive UX with cool and 
high-end feel ID & UI visual features; For girls, easy to use and DIY interactive UX 
with round, simple, and colorful candy like ID and UI visual features.   
 
6.5 Use Case Creation Process 
As the solution theme and related solution concept have been decided, 
corresponding service features and product definition are to develop. The key 
difficulty at this stage is to explore utmost possible service features with 
corresponding product features to select from, and develop vague solution features to 
concrete description and feasible feature list.  
In WAWA project, to solve this difficulty, we go through three tiers of use case 
development.  
The 1st tier of use case workshop, in which ID designer, together with UI 
designers do a brainstorming and affiliated grouping of vague ID design features 
corresponding to service concept; The 2nd tier of use case creation workshop, in which 
concrete service network and service scenario are built with concrete ID design form 
features; The 3rd tier of use case creation workshop, in which ID sketch concept and 
UI main screen concept are explored first, and narrowed down afterwards by 
involving technology experts in. The technology experts provide feasible software 
and hardware specification, which is later developed into the 1st version solution 
definition, reviewed and decided by steering group based on user insights, resource 
allocation and technology limitation.  
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In the 1st tier of use case workshop, as for health status monitoring service 
concept for baby from 2-4 years old, vague ID design forms solution are electronic 
decoration of head or hand, or hat, umbrella, bed light, and other daily accessories, 
which could be customized according to parent’s preferences or baby’s characteristics, 
see Figure 6-13.      
    
 
                                    Figure 6-13: The 1st Tier of Use Case   
 
For having fun, taking photos or recording at the right time service concept, and 
vague ID design forms could be electronic pendant, with customized cartoon figures. 
The 2nd tier of use case for babies from 2-4 years old, the having fun service, 
cartoon figure concept is developed into concrete service network among family 
members, neighborhood and friend circle, with camera, music, storytelling, and game 
service features, and concrete DIY cardboard electronic pendant device, which is 
hanging along the edge of baby’s bed. Service scenario and interactive behaviors are 
proposed: when babies play with the electronic communicative pendant, it could track 
baby’s expressions, take photos or videos at the right moment, and update multi-
media information to parent’s mobile phone or shared in family, neighborhood and 
friend’s circle. See Figure 6-14.  
In the 3rd tier of use case workshop, for 2-4 years old baby and 5-10 years old 
kids, as they have overlapped service requirements, such as parents accompanying, 
family entertainment, safety and healthy status supervision, they are merged into one 
user segmentation for similar requirements in the 3rd tier of use case creation. 
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                                              Figure 6-14: 2nd Tier of Use Case 
 
Based on the service scenario created in 2nd tier of use case workshop, concrete 
service feature such as “face tracking”, “play storytelling”, “record video clip” are 
developed with corresponding ID sketches, see Figure 6-15.   
By further development of service features and corresponding ID & UI sketches, 
1st version of solution features and solution specification are decided in review 
meeting by steering group as follows:  
• Controlled turning 2.0 camera to target moving kids and face recognition for 
photo taking video recording; 
• Speaker to record voice message  
• Recognition of kid’s crying and dancing with light and music to entertain kids 
through face and hand gesture tracking;  
• Physical sensor UI and G-sensor for balancing adjustment;  
• Water and striking proof with soft body and light-transparent material;  
• Rounded touch screen;  
• Corresponding PC application on parent’s side for remote control; 
• Corresponding mobile application on parent’s side for remote control. 
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                 Figure 6-15: The 3rd Tier of Use Case For 2-10 Years Old  
 
For 11-14 years old teenagers’ individualism, expressive, and fascinated in social 
networking characteristics, solution features are decided as wearable device, such as 
mobile device which can be clipped to clothes, or entertaining interactive T-shirt with 
sensor UI and gesture UI features, see Figure 6-16.  
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                  Figure 6-16: The 3rd Tier of Use Case For 11-14 Years Old 
 
For wearable phone, the solution features are decided as follows:   
• Dual 3.0 inch touch screen; 
• Dual 2M camera; 
• Highly wearable with outside expressive display; 
• Clip form factor with touch, gesture and sensor UI;   
   
For entertaining interactive T-shirt, the solution features are decided as follows:   
• Individual status awareness and hobby identifier; 
• 2-dimensional code with linkage to my blog; 
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• 2 dimension code as communication tool; 
• Multi-user game and USB connection to the phone; 
• Time, temperature, weather forecast, pop Internet phase and current hot topic 
display with RGB 8 colors.  
• Open API for 3rd party 
 
Based on the above use case and primary version of solution feature list, the 
WAWA solution development and research plan, See Figure 6-17, are released in 
final meeting with involvement of related team members, see Figure 6-18, resources 
relocation.  
The user study mentioned here refers to user research to refine solution feature 
list.  
 
 
               Figure 6-17: The WAWA Solution Development and Research Plan 
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               Figure 6-18: The WAWA Solution Resource Relocation Plan 
 
6.6 UI Specification Proposal Process 
As target user has been redefined and more interesting service and product 
features have been explored in the dynamic design process, it is necessary to 
summarize, clarify and finalize solution definition in UI specification proposal 
process.  
In this process, solution definition, characteristics of the UI system, target user 
definition, main service function definition, service feature list, and interaction 
definition have been clarified through iterative discussion between ID and UI design 
team leader. The sixth version of UI specification of WAWA project is as follows:  
Solution definition: It is a mobile Internet network based communication and 
entertaining device for kids from 2-10 years old. It provides a new way to 
communicate between parents and kids, through recording kids daily life by face 
tracking photos & videos, and uploading them to Internet circle.  
The characteristic of the UI system is easy to operate for parents and interesting 
for kids to play with.  
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Main function definition: Profile definition, daily life recording, interacting and 
playing with kids, sharing media information (image, video, audio) to the mobile 
Internet, and video call/message.  
Target users interactive behavior definition: For parents, setting up and 
interacting with WAWA phone by sending message/making phone calls and etc. and 
sharing baby media information in friend circle. For kids from 2-10 years old, playing 
with WAWA, watch WAWA performances such as responsive expressions, music 
playing, dancing, storytelling and so on.  
Solution feature list is refined in iterative review meetings by steering group, see 
Figure 6-19:  
 
	  
                     Figure 6-19: 2nd Version of WAWA Solution Feature List 
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The solution feature list are finally defined according to the 6th version, see as 
follows.  
• Tracking features: It can track/find baby through camera and infrared 
technology;  
• Face recognition and photo uploading feature: It can automatically take photo of 
kid at every right time and upload it to Internet Social networking circle based 
on users’ settings; 
• Remote control feature: User can control WAWA phone from remote distance 
through an application installed on cell phone; 
• Performing based on text message feature: It can perform dancing and singing 
by receiving text message. For example: When a message “I love you” is sent to 
WAWA from “order list” in mobile phone, it will perform dance to children; 
• Context awareness interaction feature: It can give specific performances such as 
displaying funny expressions, playing songs, story telling, or dancing, based on 
kid’s behaviors, gestures, expressions and emotion’s feedback; 
• Voice communication feature: It can understand users’ words and react 
responsively, such as answer questions to help learning; Repeating user’s words 
with special voice effect;  
• Voice diary feature: It can record users’ words automatically;  
• Contact restriction feature: Support video call with people in contact list;  
• Personal and metaphor UI feature: UI interface imitates human face and 
function icons are metaphorically represented by facial features;  
• Night light feature: It can automatically turn on and turn off colorful light based 
on kids behaviors during night;  
       Interaction definition includes interactive behaviors with corresponding 
feedback from WAWA phone in face tracing, voice control, dance, SMS command, 
basic greetings, and transition animation solution features.   
 
6.7 UI & ID design proposal process 
With the guidance of UI specification proposal, main service UI flow and ID 
design proposal are developed in the UI and ID design proposal process, which could 
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be divided into two phases: The first phase focuses on developing interactive 
behaviors between ID form and UI main screen, UI key flow by frequent discussion 
between ID and UI designers in design workshop. For example, the ID designer and 
UI designer discussed about the interactive modes by drawing a product sketch, 
corresponding interactive behaviors and UI main screen, see Figure 6-20.  
 
	   	  
                    Figure 6-20: Corresponding ID Form & UI Main Screen   	  
The second phase focuses on developing UI and ID proposal separately by 
frequent negotiation between ID designer, hardware engineers and mechanics 
engineers, UI designer and software engineers.  
For ID designers, they develop 3D rendering picture (See Figure 6-21) through 
frequent communication with hardware and mechanic engineers.  
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                          Figure 6-21: ID Rendering Picture of WAWA Solution 	  
For UI designers, they develop and optimize UI layout, UI flow and icons by 
iterative paper prototypes in cognitive walkthrough, thinking aloud, and user 
participate GUI design, etc. and feasibility negotiation with software engineers. See 
Figure 6-22. 
 
	  
                          Figure 6-22: UI Design of The WAWA Solution (Example) 	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Besides, the app in mobile phone is also developed, see Figure 6-23.  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
               Figure 6-23: UI of the App of WAWA Solution on Smart Phone 	  
The final version of the integrated ID and UI solution of the WAWA project is as 
follows, see Figure 6-24.  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	   	  
                                 Figure 6-24: Integrated UI and ID Proposal 
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6.8 Summary 
This chapter proposed a service oriented integrated solution design process model 
for innovative smart mobile phone for children and parents communication with 8 
sub-process: solution proposition process, solution design theme creation process, use 
case creation process, UI specification proposal process, UI and ID proposal process, 
hardware and software development process, hardware and software joint test process, 
and usability test process.  
Later, the new design process model is applied in the WAWA project as a design 
case to illustrate the application of the design process model from the design 
opportunity discovery, product planning to the design proposal stage through 
describing the research, ID, UI, hardware, software design and development events, 
related design methods, and participants of every sub-design process. Besides, further 
discuss of the goal and difficulty of each sub-design process to verify the efficiency of 
the new service oriented design process model and related design methods for 
innovative smart mobile solution are carried out based on the application of the design 
project.  	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7. NEW SERVICE ORIENTED DESIGN PROCESS 
MODEL PROPOSAL AND VERIFICAION OF THE 
DEVELPOMENT STAGE BY WAWA PROJECT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The preceding chapter has illustrated the new service oriented independent 
research and design process by WAWA project, an innovative integrated solution 
design case, covering the solution proposition process, solution design theme creation 
process, use case creation process, UI specification proposal process, UI and ID 
proposal process.  
At the end of this chapter, a reflection of the process and improvement 
suggestions is discussed based on feedback from usability test and interviews of team 
members involved.  
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7.2 Hardware And Software Development Process 
The hardware and software development process is to decompose required 
hardware and software components and develop them in separate modular co-current 
engineering by hardware and software engineers.  
Hardware development process include hardware decomposition, such as 
hardware basic layout decomposition, getting schematic reference from mechanics, 
building component schematic library, 1st version of schematic design, motor related 
scheme, final hardware components review and improvement. See Figure 7-1.  
Software development process include basic UI function development, driver 
development, face detection, home screen, voice command, dance with SMS, and 
status detection development.  
Mechanics development process include detailed layout, conflict check between 
PCB and mechanics, mechanics detail design for 1st part and 2nd part.  
            
 
                     Figure 7-1: HW, ME And SW Development Process 
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7.3 Hardware Decomposition and Mechanical Development  
The hardware of the WAWA control system is mainly composed by motion 
controller, the two hammer arms and their corresponding motors. See Figure 7-2.   
   
 
                     Figure 7-2: Hardware Components Decomposition 
 
The motion controller includes an ARM chip, a power supply circuit, a head 
controller, several sensors and motor drive circuits.  
The head controller is used to process the image captured by the camera, to store 
dancing information, communicate with phones or computer through the 
communication module embedded inside.  
The dancing steps and action information stored in the head controller are 
transmitted to the ARM chip through serial interface.   
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Dancing steps and action information will be resolved and converted to step 
motor control signals when the ARM chip receives commands from the head 
controller.     
The mechanical structure of WAWA can be divided into three parts, head, the 
body and the bottom, as shown in Figure 7-3.  
 
          
                                                 Figure 7-3: Mechanics Structure 
 
The motion controller, mobile communication module and camera are installed in 
the head for WAWA’s motion control, human-machine interaction through mobile 
phone signal and collection of face information. The motion controller acts for dance 
trajectory analysis, motor control and drive. The rotation of the two hammer arms, 
driven by their step motors, changes the WAWA’s center of gravity so that the 
posture is adjusted. The bottom is spherical in shape, for simplifying control 
algorithm and utilizing tumbler principle to make WAWA in a stable posture. In order 
to improve the stability of WAWA, a weight is fixed at the spherical bottom. Hall 
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sensors are fixed just below the magnet nuts on the hammer arms, used for homing 
detection. 
7.4 Software Decomposition and Development 
For software structure, see Figure 7-4, it includes 3 layers. 
 
            
                                   Figure 7-4: Software Development Structure 
 
For the bottom layer, underlying hardware-related procedures, including motor-
driven, interrupt functions, and chip initialization function, etc. are developed.  
For the middle layer, achieve sub-functions including tilting and rotational 
movement and protocols of analytic functions, etc. are developed based on first layer.  
For top layer, applications are programmed with functions including moving 
mode setting, commanding of image extracting and homing calibration, and etc.  
 
7.5 Hardware And Software Joint Test Process 
The hardware and software joint test process is to evaluate required solution 
features by integrated hardware and software modular.  
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In WAWA project, the evaluated integrated solution feature in joint hardware and 
software test is that WAWA can swing properly to track the observers’ face as a 
common tumbler can only keep stability in the vertical direction and its swing is 
uncontrollable.  
The WAWA is controlled to move along an eccentric circle shown in Figure 7-5 
and the symmetry of the trajectory about the Y-axis.  
 
         
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Figure 7-5: Schematic of a dance step quantitative description  
 
A camera is fixed over the robot to take pictures of its head for measuring the 
trajectory of the head. The time interval of picture taking is 0.8s. Recording the 
coordinate of every mark and integrating them in one picture, the actual trajectory can 
be obtained. 
Referring to the eight small holes on the robot head, the vertex of the head may 
be obtained and marked. The snapshots of the robot motion are shown in Figure 7-6, 
and the experiment scene and result are shown in Figure 7-7. A camera is fixed above 
WAWA to take pictures of its head for measuring the trajectory of the head.  
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                                   Figure 7-6: Experimental Snapshots 
 
The experiment result showed in Figure 7-7 (Right) proves that with simple 
mechanical structure and concise control system, Wawa can be stable in any posture 
and can swing as desired. It thus can achieve two actions, which are dancing - 
regularly swing in predetermined trajectory, and face tracking properly swing 
according to the position of the observers’ face. 
 
 
                                  Figure 7-7: Hardware and Software Joint Test 
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7.6 Usability Test 
The usability test is to measure product’s capacity to meet its intended purpose 
for children and parents. This test covers 11 families and children from 2-10 years old. 
See Figure 7-8.  
  
 
                                                 Figure 7-8: Usability Test 
 
User centered approach is adopted through test process, which helps the UI 
modification and software implementation be refined and makes products fit real 
users and market. 
The usability test includes events such as warming up, which is 5-10 minutes to 
video tape the family about how they usually play with the kid and how they 
communicate within family; Introduction, which is shortly introduction of the test 
objective, basic function of WAWA and playing the demo video for the kids and 
parents; Task completion and observation.  
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According to the feedback of the usability test, users are satisfied with service 
features ranking by preferences such as video talk, remote control by instant message, 
learning by playing (storytelling, sing song, and etc), dance with music, face tracking, 
voice command, voice story telling, camera and recording.  
According to the observation in the usability test and in-depth interview 
afterwards, integrated solution UX improvement suggestions are as follows:   
• For interactive design: Exciting interaction for learning by playing features is 
needed with a variety of supportive contents for children of different ages; 
Errors for voice command recognition should be avoided;  
• For ID design: The head of WAWA should be able to move 360 degrees for 
face tracking; The touch screen is too small for interaction; The weight is a little 
heavy for children to carry with;  
• For UI design: The information layers should be simplified as it takes time to 
accomplish a task; Errors of voice command recognition need to be avoided;  
• For GUI design: The icon for log, learning, and so on could not be recognized 
well by children; Vivid colors are preferred for most children.  
 
7.7 Reflection of The Newly Proposed Design Process Model 
Based on the feedback of the usability test and the reflection from the participants 
in the WAWA smart mobile integrated design solution project, improvements of the 
newly proposed service oriented smart mobile integrated design solution process in 
the future integrated solution project are discussed in the following part.  
For the solution proposition design stage, as some solution function features were 
viewed not attractive in usability test, which is a result of not properly propositioning 
the solution in the early stage of the design process. Problems in the solution 
proposition stage need for further improvement and related suggestions are as 
follows:  
1. The main function proposition and related research didn’t hit the pain point, 
which is due to the under-estimated of the user experiences goal of the related 
main function. For example, the sound quality of the recordings, the time 
interval for processing, and etc. To solve this problem, a careful analysis of the 
user lifestyles, behaviors, and motivation behind these is needed. Besides, the 
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UX goal for each main function should be clearly defined for future 
development and quality control.   
2. For solution proposition for new product line, the previous experiences of 
similar or related projects and understandings of similar target user are 
important for probing deep psychology user requirements in new project at 
different design stage. For better sharing and taking advantages of this kind of 
implicit knowledge in participant’s mind, related events to manage and make 
use of the implicit knowledge should be added in the design process.  
 
For the product planning and design proposal stage, the problems exist in the gap 
between the ideal product definition, the expected UX goal and the actual realization 
of the UX due to the technology limit. Besides, some WOW features are cut due to 
technology limit during development stage. Further more, some UI features are 
conflicting with usability as showed in final test, which is due to limit understanding 
of the target users, corresponding scenarios and technology feasibility. Related 
suggestions are as follows:  
1. User mental models were not understood well before design and prototype 
phase which lead to usability test problems in UI flow and GUI design, such 
as the UI flow is not intuitive and GUI could not be recognized at the first 
sight. Thus, it is necessary for designers to observe closely in target user’s 
environment from their perspective and make use of the visual elements in 
GUI design.  
2. Probing the user mental model and design accordingly requires feedbacks 
from gradually developing prototypes. Prototypes of different objectives with 
related detailed levels should be developed to probe user mental model of 
different complexity layers, such as behavior flow logic, visual attention, GUI 
recognition and etc. Besides, observation, prototypes are to probe use’s mental 
model and preferences.  
3.  For the problem, such as the product specification of the ID design does not 
match service features well, such as the product is too heavy for kid to hold and 
operate related service; The operative screen is too small to operate complex 
UI layout and UI flow; Thus, the product definition and specification of ID and 
UI design proposal should not only be technology oriented but also be user 
centered.  
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For the hardware and software development and joint test stage, the problems 
resulting in this outcome and related suggestions are as follows:  
1. The feedback from prototype is not interpreted properly, leading to 
information misunderstanding and loss in the iterative process and results in 
operation and recognition errors in the usability test. To solve this problem, 
more careful consideration from different perspective on the usability test and 
design of the usability test should be reconsidered.  
2. User participant design methods should be reconsidered to probe user mental 
model in different levels when it come to make GUI design decision such as 
color, shape, layout and so on.   
 
7.8 Summary 
This chapter highlighted describing the design process from hardware and 
software development process, hardware and software joint test process, to usability 
test process, as the following process of the previous chapter.  
At the end of this chapter, a reflection of the customized service oriented design 
process has been proposed based on the feedback from the usability test and team 
members. Problems in the design process leading to some unpleasant results in the 
usability test are analyzed and further suggestions of the improvements in solution 
proposition stage, product planning and design proposal stage and hardware and 
software design and development stage are proposed for optimization of the service 
oriented smart mobile solution design process.  	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8. CONCLUSION AND FOLLOW UP ACTIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.1 Conclusion 
Based on a comprehensive literature review, thorough theory research, 
explorative original study and practical design project verification, this thesis has 
proposed a customized service oriented design process model based on the value 
network and previous research, See Figure 8-1.  
It includes 8 sub-design process and illustrate the application of the new design 
process model by the innovative baby smart mobile phone WAWA project from the 
beginning to the design proposal stage: Solution proposition design process, solution 
theme creation process, use case creation process, UI specification proposal process, 
UI and ID design process, hardware, mechanical, and software development process, 
hardware and software joint test process and usability test process.  
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    Figure 8-1: Localized Service Oriented Integrated Solution Design Process Model 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
         To take an overview of the whole integrated solution design process evolvement 
map in this research, see Figure 8-2, the full process represent the all in one process 
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by combining the product-oriented, service oriented and customized design process. 
The green color marked the design process items which represent product-oriented, 
the blue color marked the design process items which represent service-oriented, the 
red color marked the design process items which represent customized service-
oriented. The whole design process items number, 45, 62, 48, evolves from product 
oriented, service-oriented, to customized service oriented process.   
 
 
            Figure 8-2: Integrated Solution Design Process Evolvement Full Map 
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8.2 Discussion and Follow Up Actions 
Based on the feedback of the usability test and the reflection from the participants 
in the WAWA smart mobile integrated design solution project, improvements of the 
newly proposed service oriented smart mobile integrated design solution process in 
the future integrated solution project are discussed in the following part and a new 
service oriented design process model has been proposed for future project 
application. See Figure 8-3.  
    
 
                  Figure 8-3: Improved Service Oriented Design Process Model 
  
For the solution proposition design stage, as some solution function features were 
viewed not attractive in usability test, which is a result of not properly propositioning 
the solution in the early stage of the design process. Problems in the solution 
proposition stage need for further improvement and related suggestions are as 
follows:  
1. The main function proposition and related research didn’t hit the pain 
point, which is due to the under-estimated of the user experiences goal of 
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the related main function. For example, the sound quality of the 
recordings, the time interval for processing, and etc. To solve this problem, 
a careful analysis of the user lifestyles, behaviors, and motivation behind 
these is needed. Besides, the UX goal for each main function should be 
clearly defined for future development and quality control.   
2. For solution proposition for new product line, the previous experiences of 
similar or related projects and understandings of similar target user are 
important for probing deep psychology user requirements in new project 
at different design stage. For better sharing and taking advantages of this 
kind of implicit knowledge in participant’s mind, related events to manage 
and make use of the implicit knowledge should be added in the design 
process.  
 
For the product planning and design proposal stage, the problems exist in the gap 
between the ideal product definition, the expected UX goal and the actual realization 
of the UX due to the technology limit. Besides, some WOW features are cut due to 
technology limit during development stage. Further more, some UI features are 
conflicting with usability as showed in final test, which is due to limit understanding 
of the target users, corresponding scenarios and technology feasibility. Related 
suggestions are as follows:  
1. User mental models were not understood well before design and prototype 
phase which lead to usability test problems in UI flow and GUI design, such 
as the UI flow is not intuitive and GUI could not be recognized at the first 
sight. Thus, it is necessary for designers to observe closely in target user’s 
environment from their perspective and make use of the visual elements in 
GUI design.  
2. Probing the user mental model and design accordingly requires feedbacks 
from gradually developing prototypes. Prototypes of different objectives with 
related detailed levels should be developed to probe user mental model of 
different complexity layers, such as behavior flow logic, visual attention, GUI 
recognition and etc. Besides, observation, prototypes are to probe use’s mental 
model and preferences.  
3. For the problem, such as the product specification of the ID design does not 
match service features well, such as the product is too heavy for kid to hold 
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and operate related service; The operative screen is too small to operate 
complex UI layout and UI flow; Thus, the product definition and specification 
of ID and UI design proposal should not only be technology oriented but also 
be user centered.  
 
For the hardware and software development and joint test stage, the problems 
resulting in this outcome and related suggestions are as follows:  
1. The feedback from prototype is not interpreted properly, leading to 
information misunderstanding and loss in the iterative process and results in 
operation and recognition errors in the usability test. To solve this problem, 
more careful consideration from different perspective on the usability test and 
design of the usability test should be reconsidered.  
2. User participant design methods should be reconsidered to probe user mental 
model in different levels when it come to make GUI design decision such as 
color, shape, layout and so on.   
 
However, this research has its limitation as follows:  
1. 10 design process models are limited to explain in the integrated design 
process; 
2. More probe should be in the independent research and design process as 
design process varies by case, and differs by enterprise culture, 
organization structure, previous design process, human resources, strategy 
and etc.;  
3. There are much more factors influencing the final result from the design 
process, besides variable such as specific design events, human resources, 
which requires more probe based on reflections in project process;  
 
For the problems, related suggestions and research limitation proposed above, 
further research and verification of the integrated solution design process model in 
practical design project will be carried out in the near future for further references for 
both academic researchers and industrial practitioners.  
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APPENDICES  
Appendix 1 Enterprise Interview Outline 
Part one: 1st time interview outline:  
Purpose:  
(1) Draw the overall picture of the design process in Enterprise from the starting point 
to the end point, departments and participants involved. 
(2) Get the general understanding of the critical point in the design process.  
 
Interview Preparation:  
The background of the Enterprise and interviewees. (Design process experts first, 
product managers, project managers).  
 
Interview question list:  
Department overview:  
(1) What design related departments are there in the Enterprise?  
(2) What are sub-design related departments are there in every department?  
(Teams divided by operational system or user segmentations) 
(3) What are main responsibilities of every design related department and sub-
department?  
(4) What are starting points of the (mobile) service-oriented product design?  
(For example, technology, basic human behavior pattern research, market proposition 
mapping research, problems research, and requirements from operator? Data mining? 
Service supplier? And so on?)  
Get one case example  
(5) What department will do this? What are contents of that? Can you give us some 
examples or cases?  
Use 2-3 case examples to probe the initial point.  
(What kinds of qualitative analysis methods will be used of discovering the initial 
point?) 
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Part Two: 2nd time interview outline:  
Purpose:  
(1) Get a probe in the key design stage, such as product definition stage;   
(2) Get a general understanding of the product definition milestone and agreement 
event (Participants, influencing factors and decisive factors);  
(3) Get a general understanding of how ID related events and UI related events 
develop separately and simultaneously;  
(3) Probe the time period in the design process.   
 
Interview Preparation:  
The design process model construction based on 1st interview and checked by 
interviewees to see if there is any misunderstandings. 
 
Interview question list:  
(1) What are the milestones in the product definition stage?  
(2) What are expected goals to realize in every milestone (separately) in product and 
service design?  
(3) How to realize these goals? What are the events and behaviors to realize these 
goals?  
(4) Time period of each design phase in the whole design process.  
(5) What are the communication event of product design and service design?  
(6) When there is event of multi-disciplined team, how to reach agreement? What are 
influencing factors and decisive factors?  
 
Part Three: 3rd time interview outline:  
Purpose:  
(1) Make sure the design process model based on the previous two interviews are of 
no misunderstandings.  
(2) Add some details when reviewing the design process model.  
 
Interview Preparation:  
The design process model construction based on 1st interview and 2nd interview, 
checked by interviewees to see if there is any misunderstandings. 
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Appendix 2 Design Process Model Construction  
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Appendix 3 Customized Design Process Model of WAWA Project 
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Appendix 4 Full Map of the Evolvement of The Integrated Solution Design 
Process 
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